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Description

[0001] The present invention relates generally to computer integrated manufacturing and, more particularly, to a

system and method for integrating a computerized business system with a computerized manufacturing system.

[0002] Recent developments in computer and computer-related technology have enabled the use of computers in

numerous business applications. Almost every facet of today's industry is implemented using computer systems in

some manner. Computerization has become necessary for businesses to remain in a competitive posture.

[0003] Computer systems are used to automate processes, manage large quantities of information, and provide fast,

flexible communications. One area enjoying widespread computerization is that of the business environment. Many
businesses from small stores, to professional offices and partnerships, to large corporations have computerized their

business functions to some extent. Advantageous computerized business functions include billing, order-taking, sched-

uling, inventory control, and record keeping. Such computerization can be accomplished by using a business applica-

tions system, running business applications software packages.

[0004] There are many business applications software packages available to handle a wide range of business func-

tions, including those discussed above. One such package is the SAP R/2 System available from SAP America, Inc.,

625 North Governor Printz Blvd., Essington, PA 19029.

[0005] The SAP R/2 System is a business applications software package designed to run on an IBM or compatible

mainframe in a CICS (Customer Interface Control System) or IMS (Information Management System) environment.

For example, SAP may use CICS to interface with terminals, printers, databases, or external communications facilities

such as IBM's Virtual Telecommunications Access Method (VTAM).

[0006] SAP is a modularized, table driven business applications software package that executes transactions to

perform specified business functions. These functions may include order processing, inventory control, and invoice

validation; financial accounting, planning, and related managerial control; production planning and control; and project

accounting, planning, and control. The modules that perform these functions are all fully integrated with one another.

[0007] Another area that has been computerized is the manufacturing environment. Numerous manufacturing func-

tions are now controlled by computer systems. Such functions can include real-time process control of discrete com-

ponent manufacturing (such as in the automobile industry) and process manufacturing (such as chemical manufacturing

through the use of real-time process control systems).

[0008] Directives communicated from the business systems to the manufacturing systems are commonly known as

work orders. Work orders advantageously include production orders, shipping orders, and receiving orders.

[0009] However, the computerization of business systems within the business environment and the computerization

of manufacturing systems within the manufacturing environment have followed separate evolutionary paths. This often

results in an incompatibility between the different systems. Specifically, work orders communicated from the business

systems may have a context and a format which are not readily compatible with the context and format recognized by

the manufacturing systems. Additionally, the business systems may not provide all the information necessary for the

manufacturing systems to carry out designated functions.

[0010] The inventors are not aware of a generic computerized solution that offers an efficient, automated way to

integrate the computerized business systems with the full spectrum of computerized manufacturing systems.

[0011] US-A-5 101 352 discloses a material requirements planning system, wherein an integrated MRP system for

distributors, manufacture and job shops is provided. The MRP system of this invention is specifically directed to an

user which manufactures and sells products that have a wide variety of options, in particular, the MRP system of this

invention provides two key features. The first feature allows the user to define items which uniquely characterize the

product for a customer order, purchase order, to work order. The second unique feature of the MRP system of this

invention is the application of user-defined formulas which allow the user to include user-defined formulas which de-

termined the quantity and/or size of a part based on the selected options. Thus, the MRP system of this invention

allows the user who manufactures and sells a number of styles with a wide variety of options to employ an MRP system

without a correspondingly high maintenance overhead.

[0012] European patent application No. 0 425 404 discloses an automated re-work shop order scheduling system.

Therein, a computer implemented system analyzes shop dispatch rules using current status and a simulation system

for the shop floor to establish the dispatch rules to be used to minimize tardiness. When re-work orders are introduced

into the system, the shop floor orders have to compete for the same resources, and so the sequence for dispatch may
have to be modified to meet the new demands on the shop floor resources. The system provides the capability such

that minimum impact is felt on existing orders while maintaining management objectives. The system provides feedback

to the user and the up-stream planning system if major changes need to be made on the shop floor schedules. The

system develops revised dispatch rules to be followed and the associated sequence of operations to be followed after

the introduction of re-work shop orders. The approach taken is repeated interactively and fomas what may be charac-

terized as a "bottoms up
0 approach to analyze the floor schedule taking into consideration the re-work orders and feeds

the information to the original planning process. The system automatically creates a list of alternative processes that
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any production order can follow and establishes optimum process flows in the event of introduction of re-work shop

orders. The system automatically passes the information to the planning system which then re-calcuiates the revised

order release sequence for the remaining orders in the release process.

[0013] US-5,233,533 discloses an automated re-work shop order scheduling system. Therein, scheduling software

5 provides date and time allocation of resources to a sequence of processes for manufacturing a desired item. Scheduling

is performed by a backward forward method and alternatively by a backward-jump forward method to meet a requested

due date. Resources are dynamically allocated to satisfy processes according to pre-established rules for allocation.

Also resources are allocated in certain amounts or in a predetermined pattern to minimize waste or left over amounts

of the resource. To allocate certain resources, purchase or production of the resource is scheduled first.

10 [001 4] The article "CIM und Lean Production" edited by Engelbert Westkamper published in VDI Zeitschrift, vol. 1 34,

No. 1 0, Duesseldorf ,
Germany discloses a computer integrated manufacturing, that is a computer integrated production

wherein computers in all fields of productions are used. Data and information can be routed from one application to

another via a data network system and data sources wherein access is automatic, repeatable, fast and secure every

time.

is [0015] According to conventional wisdom, integrating the computerized business systems with the computerized

manufacturing systems often requires a human interface. Consequently, a high degree of automation of plant operations

is not accomplished, and neither is full automation of inventory operations. In this solution, work orders are generated

by the business systems indicating parameters such as: the product to be manufactured, the required date, and the

raw materials needed. Human operators receive the work order along with these parameters and manually prepare

20 work order instructions that enable the computerized manufacturing systems to manufacture the product specified by

the work order. Human operators are also responsible for collecting data from the manufacturing systems and providing

this data to the computerized business systems.

[0016] Another conventional solution is to implement a custom, computerized interface between the business sys-

tems and the manufacturing systems. However, these custom solutions are usually tailored to a specific situation. As
25 a result, the tailored solution is not portable into other situations without major modifications. Additionally, these solu-

tions are costly to maintain over time because of inherent difficulties in accommodating change.

[0017] In many manufacturing plants, multiple real-time process control systems are implemented to control manu-

facturing. One problem with having multiple real-time process control systems is that ail interfaces to those computers

are not necessarily uniform. In such a situation, a process information system (also referred to as a process control

30 supervisory computer) may be provided to serve as a consistent interface to multiple, real-time process control systems

having different interface characteristics. The process information system allows operators to provide data to specific

real-time process control systems and retrieve data about the manufacturing process from those real-time process

control systems.

[001 8] In typical manufacturing plants, there are diverse manufacturing situations calling for different solutions. These
35 situations include characterizing manufacturing output as relating to either a period of time during which manufacturing

occurs or a quantity of material manufactured. In other words, output can be characterized with either time-based units

or physical quantity units.

[0019] For the purpose of this document, these characterizations are described in terms oftwo types of manufacturing

paradigms: batch manufacturing and continuous manufacturing. The batch manufacturing paradigm depicts manufac-

40 turing as producing a finite quantity of products in physical-quantity units such as lots or batches. The lots or batches

manufactured may not be consistent from one manufacturing run to the next. The continuous manufacturing paradigm,

on the other hand, depicts manufacturing as producing a theoretically consistent product over time in an ongoing

manner. Both paradigms can be used to characterize the manufacturing output of a given plant in order to fulfill different

business needs. A continuous plant can be defined as a theoretical implementation of the continuous paradigm. A
45 batch plant can be defined as a theoretical implementation of the batch paradigm.

[0020] Continuous plants generally manufacture a fixed set of products, while batch plants are generally capable of

being reconfigured to manufacture many different products using many different recipes. For continuous plants, the

production unit can be described in terms of a set time frame. However, for batch plants, the unit of manufacture is not

a set time frame. Instead, the unit of manufacture is a lot which can be defined by certain characteristics. These char-

50 acteristics can include, for example, an event indicating the time of the start of the lot, an event indicating the time of

the completion of the lot, a value indicating the magnitude of the lot, and other quality related attributes which are

characteristic of all subparts or subdivisions of the lot.

[0021 ] Many batch plants use the same equipment to make several different products according to different recipes.

Because different recipes are used and different product requirements exist for each batch, information handling re-

55 quirements for each batch are different. In these plants, it is desirable to report different sets of manufacturing infor-

mation for different recipes manufactured. In contrast, reporting requirements for continuous plants are usually ideally

met by providing the same set of manufacturing data at regular, periodic intervals.

[0022] Apparently, conventional interfaces to meet all of the needs for collecting, retrieving, and reporting data for a
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multitude of batch and continuous plants incorporating different real-time process control systems do not exist.

[0023] An example of a conventional solution is the DASS system, available from SAP, AG, of Waldorf, Germany.

The DASS system appears to be targeted at creating a manufacturing schedule rather than automatically creating a

production order instruction and transmitting it to a real-time process control system. DASS receives information used

in setting manufacturing schedules from the SAP R/2 package, and collects data from the real-time process control

system to provide status information on those items scheduled. DASS does not appear to provide a mechanism for

executing work orders whereby setpoints are computed and transmitted to the real-time process control systems in

the computerized manufacturing system. Further, DASS does not appear to provide a generic solution to connect a

computerized business system to a computerized manufacturing system which will collect data relating to the execution

of work orders, and, therefore, does not appear to provide a comprehensive manufacturing execution system interface

solution.

[0024] What is needed is a computerized interface between computerized business systems in the business envi-

ronment and computerized manufacturing systems in the manufacturing environment that enables a true computer

integrated manufacturing environment. The ideal computerized interface should be capable of handling the information

needs of a full spectrum of manufacturing processes, and should be able to interface to a number of different real-time

process control systems.

[0025] Present invention is defined in the indepedent claims. Preferred embodiments are described in the dependent

claims.

[0026] The present invention is directed to a system and method for integrating the business systems of a corporation

or business with its manufacturing systems to enable computer integrated manufacturing. The present invention, a

manufacturing execution system, provides an automated, bi-directional interface between at least one computerized

business system and at least one computerized manufacturing system to achieve computer integrated manufacturing.

[0027] A work order, specifying a manufacturing operation or a set of manufacturing operations, is created in the

business system and distributed to the manufacturing execution system. The work order includes work order target

data which defines the computerized business system's expectation ofwhat data will be generated in the manufacturing

operations.

[0028] The manufacturing execution system receives the work order and generates a work order instruction which

also includes work order target data. To create a work order instruction, the manufacturing execution system translates

the work order by mapping business system processing codes into manufacturing system codes. The manufacturing

execution system expands the work order to include additional information required by the computerized manufacturing

system in executing the work order. This expansion is known as enrichment.

[0029] In response to the work order, the manufacturing execution system further creates a manufacturing cycle

order to identify data related to one manufacturing cycle to be executed on a specific workcenter. The manufacturing

cycle order includes manufacturing cycle order target data which is an interpretation of manufacturing data within the

work order instruction.

[0030] The manufacturing execution system also computes or determines setpoints to be included as attributes of

the work order instruction. The setpoints comprise target values or other key information. The setpoints are input to a

computerized manufacturing system which controls a manufacturing operation executing in the manufacturing envi-

ronment.

[0031] The manufacturing execution system defines a set of configurable functions that can enable articulation of a

plant model within the context of a generic workcenter. This generic model defines the data and relationships necessary

to characterize a type of workcenter for a particular manufacturing operation. Attributes of specific workcenters within

a generic workcenter type are then mapped into the generic definitions. This mapping facilitates interpretation of a

work order instruction to a plurality of different types of real-time process control systems.

[0032] Once the work order instruction, including enrichment information and setpoints, is completed, the setpoints

are communicated to the proper real-time process control system within the computerized manufacturing systems.

[0033] The communication can be released to the computerized manufacturing system in a manual or automatic

manner depending on security and/or safety considerations. In one embodiment, the communication is automatically

transmitted between the manufacturing execution system and the computerized manufacturing system.

[0034] The process control system within the computerized manufacturing system then executes manufacturing

operations related to the work order. The execution is performed in accordance with parameters set forth by the set-

points.

[0035] During the execution of the manufacturing operation related to the work order instruction, the process control

system generates manufacturing data regarding the execution. Upon receipt of specified triggering events, the man-

ufacturing execution system retrieves related data and stores it in a local database. The manufacturing execution

system uses this retrieved data to compute information required by the computerized business system. This information

includes data concerning manufacturing in response to the work order such as raw materials used, amount of product

manufactured, and time to execute the manufacturing cycle.
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[0036] The manufacturing execution system calculates data points based on the information received from the proc-

ess control system. These data points include information such as lot quantities, lot qualities, and lot efficiencies. Some
or all of these data points and the data received by the manufacturing execution system are organized for transmission

to the business environment and for inclusion in reports. Reports are generated according to both standard and custom

s reporting formats.

[0037] The data computed and organized is transmitted to the computerized business system where it is used for

plant business purposes such as computation and maintenance of accurate inventory information. The transmitted

data provides the business environment with information regarding finished products manufactured, raw material con-

sumption, and actual production times.

10 [0038] The manufacturing execution system operates by creating at least one manufacturing cycle order in response

to a work order and its associated and derived work order instruction. The manufacturing execution system further

creates additional manufacturing cycle orders if they are needed by the computerized manufacturing system to fulfill

the work order.

[0039] A manufacturing cycle order, for example, may relate to one reactor load. Manufacturing cycle orders comprise

15 scheduling information such as target dates and times and have manufacturing cycle order target data, such as raw

materials reservations, linked to them. The manufacturing cycle order relates to a manufacturing cycle scheduled to

execute on a certain workcenter at a certain time to fulfill a work order.

[0040] A generic data concept is provided which allows data for manufacturing processes, workcenters, materials,

and other resources to be defined on a generic level. This allows a single instance of resource attribute definitions to

20 apply to numerous specific resources within a genus. The use of a generic data concept to summarize data definitions

saves storage space and reduces support and maintenance time. The generic data concept enables a group of work-

centers having similar properties, design features, components, end products, raw materials, and attributes to inherit

many of their individual (or specific) rules and associated data structures from a generic set of rules and associated

data structures. This approach enables a new feature of the rules and data structures for the group of workcenters to

2$ be defined once at the generic level and applied to all specific workcenters in the group. A further feature of the generic

data concept is provided through a material mapping facility which is further discussed in another part of this specifi-

cation.

[0041 ] A computer-based system for integrating a computerized business system with a computerized manufacturing

system is presented. The computerized business system creates a work order containing target data specifying a

30 product to be manufactured, and the computerized manufacturing system requires a setpoint to manufacture the prod-

uct. The computer-based system comprises a business systems interface or manufacturing execution system config-

ured to receive the work order from the computerized business system and to extract the target data from the received

work order; and an event response processor coupled to the business system interface and configured to generate

the setpoint by applying at least one rule to the target data. The rule allows computation of the setpoint to meet specific

35 requirements of the computerized manufacturing system.

[0042] A computer-integrated manufacturing system is presented. The system comprises a computerized business

system configured to create a work order having target data specifying a product to be manufactured, a computerized

manufacturing system configured to manufacture the specified product in response to at least one setpoint, and an

event response processor coupled to the computerized business system and the computerized manufacturing system,

40 configured to generate said at least one setpoint by applying at least one rule to said target data and to provide the

setpoint to the computerized manufacturing system. The rule allows computation of the setpoint to meet specific re-

quirements of the computerized manufacturing system.

[0043] A computer-based method of integrating a computerized business system with a computerized manufacturing

system is presented. The method comprises the steps of: (1) receiving a work order from the computerized business

45 system, wherein the work order comprises target data specifying a product to be manufactured by the computerized

manufacturing system; (2) applying at least one setpoint calculation rule to the target data to compute a setpoint,

wherein the setpoint is used by the computerized manufacturing system to manufacture said specified product; and

(3) sending the setpoint to the computerized manufacturing system.

[0044] A computer-based system for integrating a computerized business system with a computerized manufacturing

50 system is presented. The system comprises: (1 ) an interface means for receiving a work order from the computerized

business system, wherein the work order comprises target data specifying a product to be manufactured by the com-

puterized manufacturing system; (2) a setpoint determination means, coupled to the interface means and the compu-

terized manufacturing system, for applying at least one setpoint calculation rule to the target data to compute a setpoint

required by the computerized manufacturing system to manufacture the specified product; and (3) means for providing

55 said set point to the computerized manufacturing system.

[0045] Further features and advantages of the present invention, as well as the structure and operation of various

embodiments of the present invention, are described in detail below with reference to the accompanying drawings.
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Brief Description of the Drawings

[0046] The present invention is described with reference to the accompanying drawings. In the drawings, like refer-

ence numbers indicate identical or functionally similar elements. Additionally, the left-most digit(s) ofa reference number

5 identifies the drawing in which the reference number first appears.

[0047] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a conventional human interface between a computerized business system

and a computerized manufacturing system.

[0048] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the manufacturing execution system according to the present invention

and its interfaces to a computerized business system and a computerized manufacturing system.

10 [0049] FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrating the fundamental steps of the present invention.

[0050] FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating fundamental components of the manufacturing execution system.

[0051 ] FIG. 5 is a flow chart illustrating the work order management process executed by the manufacturing execution

system in response to a received work order.

[0052] FIG. 6 is a flow chart illustrating the process of computing and storing setpoints.

15 [0053] FIG. 7 is a flow chart illustrating data retrieval by the manufacturing execution system in response to an event.

[0054] FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating event handling and communication between different types of process

control systems and the manufacturing execution system according to the present invention.

[0055] FIG. 9 is a flow chart illustrating steps in manufacturing data management associated with event handling.

[0056] FIG. 1 0 is a figure illustrating hierarchies used in summarizing data.

20 [0057] FIG. 1 1 is a flow chart illustrating the process of enrichment of a work order.
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1 . Overview

[0058] The present invention is directed to a system and method for integrating a computerized business system in

a business environment with a computerized manufacturing system in a manufacturing environment. A computerized

manufacturing execution system is provided as an automatic bi-directional interface between the computerized busi-

ness system and the computerized manufacturing system to accomplish computer integrated manufacturing.

[0059] Under normal operations, plant operations personnel are not required to manually translate work orders from

the business environment into process control instructions and then manually collect work data and enter it back into

the business environment. The present invention automates the interface between the computerized business systems

and the computerized manufacturing systems.

[0060] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a conventional technique for integrating computerized business systems

with computerized manufacturing systems. Referring to FIG. 1 , in a conventional system, business functions are com-

puterized using a computerized business system 102. Computerized business system 102 is a computerized system

that performs functions including order scheduling, inventory tracking, and quality control. An example of computerized

business system 102 is the SAP R/2 system described above.

[0061] A typical computerized business system 1 02 can perform functions such as order scheduling for each product

based on customer orders received, compiling information pertaining to product inventory and raw materials inventory,

and other work information. Inventory tracking is primarily performed based on communications concerning materials

consumed (or dedicated to manufacturing) and products manufactured. Inventory tracking can be further based on

reports regarding products shipped from a shipping department and materials arriving at a receiving department.

[0062] A computerized manufacturing system 104 includes an optional process information system 108 and real-

time process control systems 110 (referred to as process control systems 110). Process information system 108 aids

work and operation staff of a manufacturing plant in monitoring and executing their manufacturing process. Process

information system 108 provides an interface to at least one process control system 110. Part of the functionality of

process information system 108 is to provide a standard interface to multiple process control systems 110.

[0063] It should be noted that all or part of the functionality of process information system 108 could be included in

process control system(s) 110. If all of the required functionality is included in process control system 110, process

information system 108 is not needed.

[0064] According to conventional techniques, computerized business systems 1 02 and computerized manufacturing

systems 104 are not fully integrated systems. The interface required is a human interface 106. In most instances,

human interface 106 obtains a work order for a product from the computerized business system 102. The work order

has associated schedule requirements (for example, delivery time). Human interface 106 then must manually transfer

this information to computerized manufacturing system 104.

[0065] Similarly, manufacturing data are retrieved by human interface 106 from process information system 108 or

directly from process control systems 110 which interface with the manufacturing apparatuses such as reactors, and

extruders. These data are then manually entered to update inventory information in computerized business system 1 02.

[0066] Computerized business system 1 02, however, is concerned with inventory, quality, and manufacturing sched-

uling, but has no direct or automatic interface to computerized manufacturing system 104. The business and manu-

facturing environments are dependent upon human interface 1 06 to compute setpoints for computerized manufacturing

system 104 out of the information from computerized business system 102. A human interface 106 is also required to

gather manufacturing-related information from computerized manufacturing system 104 for input into computerized

business system 102.

[0067] Several disadvantages arise out of this dependency on human interface 1 06. One disadvantage is that human

interface 106 is often slow in comparison to a computerized interface. Also, human responses to a work order are not

always consistent. Additionally, humans are more prone to error and are more likely to implement different solutions

to the same type of problem than a computerized interface.

[0068] Process information system 108 may provide manufacturing information to process control systems 110 in

response to manual entry, and it may gather manufacturing-related information and provide this information to the

human operators. Process information system 108 is ideally suited to this task because it is designed to interface with

process control system 110 directly.

[0069] FIG. 2 is a functional block diagram illustrating a manufacturing execution system according to the present

invention, and its interfaces with the business and manufacturing environments. Referring to FIG. 2, a computerized
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business system 102 is a computerized system that is part of the business environment of a manufacturing facility.

Computerized business system 1 02 can be configured to perform functions such as determining manufacturing sched-

ules based on customer orders, maintaining inventory information based on the manufacturing process and sales,

business planning, and record keeping. In one embodiment, computerized business system 102 is typical of a business

5 transaction processing system. An example of computerized business system 102 is the SAP R/2 system described

above.

[0070] Computerized manufacturing system 1 04 is an automated system for controlling product manufacturing. Proc-

ess control system 110, as a part of computerized manufacturing system 104, controls the manufacturing of materials

based on input information such as required quantities, product attributes, raw materials to be used, manufacturing

10 equipment, process operations and the sequence thereof.

[0071] Manufacturing execution system 204 automates the interface between at least one computerized business

system 102 and at least one computerized manufacturing system 104. The computerized manufacturing system may
include at least one process control system 110. In one embodiment, manufacturing execution system 204 can be

described in terms of two key functions: work order management 206, and manufacturing data management 208.

is [0072] Computerized manufacturing system 1 04 can be implemented in conjunction with a process information sys-

tem 108. The data transport functionality included in process information system 108 varies depending on the actual

interface required to process control system 110. The data transport functionality provided by process information

system 108 could be included in manufacturing execution system 204 or process control systems 110. Further, if

process control systems 1 1 0 are provided such that they all share standard interface characteristics, the need for some
20 or all of the functionality of process information system 1 08 is obviated.

[0073] In this document, manufacturing execution system 204 is often described as interfacing to a single compu-

terized business system 1 02 and a single computerized manufacturing system 1 04. This was done for ease of descrip-

tion. It should be noted that manufacturing execution system 204 can be used to provide computer integrated manu-

facturing environment in plants comprising one or more computerized business systems 102 and one or more com-

25 puterized manufacturing systems 104.

[0074] Additionally, the architecture depicted and described with respect to FIG. 2 was chosen to best illustrate the

overall functionality of the claimed invention. Splitting the functionality into work order management 206 and manufac-

turing data management 208, and further inclusion of process information system 1 08 was done for ease of discussion.

Physically, these do not have to be separate and distinct subsystems with the functionalities assigned to each as

30 described herein. It will be apparent to a person of ordinary skill in the relevant art how to implement alternative physical

architectures comprising fewer or more "subsystems
0
which together perform the functionality described herein.

[0075] FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrating basic steps that are performed by the present invention. Referring to FIGs 2

and 3, these steps will now be described. In a step 302, a work order 222 is sent from computerized business system

1 02, received by manufacturing execution system 204, and stored in a database within manufacturing execution system

35 204.

[0076] Work order 222 is a message generated by computerized business system 1 02. Work order 222 can be the

outcome of a scheduling process performed by computerized business system 102. The scheduling process may take

into consideration factors such as product inventory, manufacturing schedules, and customer orders. In addition to an

order to manufacture a product, work order 222 can include additional orders, such as shipping orders, receiving orders,

40 and other plant orders. A work order 222 is an instruction to manufacture, ship, and/or receive a certain quantity of

material at a certain time (the start and completion times of a manufacturing cycle can be estimated by the computerized

business system 102, and these estimates are indicated in the work order 222).

[0077] A work order 222 specifies at least one workcenter to be used in the manufacturing process and specifies

anticipated raw material consumption (one form of reservations) for the required manufacturing process.

45 [0078] Additional items that can be sent to manufacturing execution system 204 in step 302 are master data code

files 230. Master data code files 230 are used to synchronize the data structures utilized by computerized business

system 1 02, manufacturing execution system 204, and computerized manufacturing system 1 04. In other words, master

data code files 230 are used to ensure that data in computerized business system 1 02, data in manufacturing execution

system 204, and data in computerized manufacturing system 104 usefully map together. In one embodiment materials

50 master 236, is a subset of master data code files 230.

. [0079] In a step 304, manufacturing execution system 204 modifies a database to hold the work order instructions

derived from work order 222. Additionally, manufacturing execution system 204 may perform reasonability checks on

the data received with work order 222.

[0080] In a step 306, an optional enrichment of the work order instruction and derived manufacturing cycle order is

55 performed. In this step, additional data required to execute the manufacturing cycle order is acquired.

[0081] In a step 308, setpoints 224 are generated by manufacturing execution system 204. Setpoints 224 are the

instructions needed by computerized manufacturing system 1 04 and operations personnel to execute work order 222.

Setpoints 224 convey sufficient information for process control system 110 (or operators thereof) to initiate proper
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operations using the correct materials and equipment in the proper sequence. Setpoints 224 are specific manufacturing

process settings required by the process control system 110 to help fulfill the requirements of a specific work order

222 (that is, the requirements of a specific manufacturing cycle).

[0082] Setpoints 224 are computed after enrichments are acquired. Reasonability checks and validations are pref-

5 erably applied to setpoints 224 to help insure reliability. Also, indication may be provided to an operator that setpoints

224 were sent to computerized manufacturing system 104.

[0083] In a step 310, setpoints 224 are provided to computerized manufacturing system 104.

[0084] In a step 312, manufacturing execution system 204 monitors computerized manufacturing system 104 to

collect manufacturing data 226. This collection of manufacturing data is in response to events 232 received from corn-

's puterized manufacturing system 1 04 (which is executing the manufacturing cycle order initiated by the setpoints 224).

Manufacturing data 226 is collected to provide information to satisfy computerized business system 102 requirements

relating to work order 222. This includes inventory data indicating the effects that manufacturing, shipping, and receiving

operations have on inventories. Manufacturing data 226 also includes data relating to the manufacturing process that

is not of interest to computerized business system 102. Alternative embodiments may be considered wherein some
15 or all of the data are collected by human operators and manually entered into manufacturing execution system 204.

[0085] In a step 314, manufacturing data 226 received in step 31 2 are used by data management and reporting 208

for secondary computations, local reporting to the shop floor control interface 458 (illustrated in FIG. 4), and message

formulation to provide work order data 228 for computerized business system 1 02, and to provide other data for plant

reporting or for analysis of the manufacturing process. Work order data 228 may include detail and summary information

20 on manufacturing processes. Work order data 228 may also include inventory data 237 which may represent quantities

such as raw materials used, packaging materials used, and products manufactured. Work-order data 228 also can

include information indicating data actions that computerized business system 102 should take with the contents of

the work order data 228.

[0086] In a step 316, work-order data 228 is sent to computerized business system 1 02. This step can include trans-

25 lation from manufacturing execution system 204 specific codes to computerized business system 1 02 codes where

required.

[0087] The preceding general description provides a high-level overview of manufacturing execution system 204.

Each of the features and steps discussed above and additional features and steps are described in greater detail below.

30 2. Definitions

[0088] "Accounting," in the context of manufacturing execution system 204, refers to functions that can include col-

lection, integration, calculation, validation, and reporting of data. Manufacturing execution system 204 accounts for

this data using two methods, Batch Accounting and Continuous Accounting, as defined below. A given plant may use

35 either or both of these methods.

[0089] An "Adjustment
0

is required to modify data which a human determines is unacceptable. Adjustments are

usually acquired from a human being (usually via a keyboard, bar code input, mouse, light pen, or other like means).

[0090] "Batch Accounting" refers to functions that can include collection, integration, calculation, validation, and re-

porting of data for a manufacturing cycle within the batch paradigm. The data within this paradigm is characterized by

40 indicating the time when manufacturing of a lot begins, the time of the completion of the lot, the magnitude of the lot,

and other quality-related attributes that are characteristic of lot manufactured. All usages, production, losses, and like

data are associated with the lot of product manufactured. The lot is manufactured on at least one workcenter in response

to at least one manufacturing cycle order.

[0091] "Computerized business system 102" is a transaction processing system for handling business aspects of

45 the plant, defining with inventories, and for creating and scheduling work orders. An example is the SAP system.

[0092] "Continuous Accounting" refers to functions that can include collection, integration, calculation, validation,

and reporting of data for a fixed time period. In one embodiment, such elements as usages, production, tosses, are

associated with the time period rather than with the lots made during this time period.

[0093] "Continuous Data" is process data collected or calculated on a fixed frequency (hour, day) and summarized

50 over time (for example, day, shift, week, month, year). In one embodiment, continuous data is collected as a function

of time.

[0094] "Enrichment" is the process of obtaining additional data that are not included in work order222 but are required

for setpoint 224 calculations. The additional data is acquired either by collection, manual input, or table lookup. En-

richment data optionally includes product physical properties, and process control requirements.

55 [0095] An "Event" is a trigger or interrupt received by manufacturing execution system 204 which initiates an action.

Events may come from computerized manufacturing system 1 04 or be generated internally. Events may also be input

manually. An event is received by manufacturing execution system 204 at any time. An event can be non-solicited and

un-anticipated.
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[0096] "External System/External Data Source." In addition to getting automatic data from the process control envi-

ronment, process information environment, and manual inputs, manufacturing execution system 204 can receive data

from any other external source. In one embodiment, the external system which is to provide the data is defined for a

generic workcenter and updates the manufacturing execution system database with the values for generic resources

5 or enrichments. Examples of External Systems can include LIMS (or Laboratory Information Management Systems)

or infrastructure! systems (such as network routers capable of sending out events indicating errors, occurrences of

node separation, and other like events).

[0097] A "Generic Resource" is used within the manufacturing execution system 204 to define a shared data structure

and accompanying set of rules for a collection of at least one resource. A generic resource establishes a template that

10 can be referenced by each member of the group of resources.

[0098] "Lot Number" identifies a quantity of material with defined quality attributes.

[0099] "Manual Input" refers to the entry of data by a human. Such entry can be via keyboard, bar code input, mouse,

light pen, or other like means.

[0100] A "Manufacturing Cycle Order" is utilized in manufacturing execution system 204 to relate to the execution

15 of one manufacturing cycle performed on one Workcenter. Many manufacturing cycle orders may be needed to fulfill

one work order 222.

[01 01 ] "Manufacturing Cycle Order Target Data" specifies an amount of finished or intermediate product to be man-

ufactured according to a manufacturing cycle order together with other necessary information to be used in a manu-

facturing cycle. Manufacturing cycle order target data are transmitted from computerized business system 102 to man-
20 ufacturing execution system 204. In one embodiment, manufacturing cycle order target data are determined once for

an entire work order 222, and setpoints 224 are computed once for all manufacturing cycle orders derived from work

order 222, its derived work order instruction, and its associated work order target data.

[0102] "Plant Model" comprises calculation rules and a data structure that define rules, definitions, data types, and

other instructions to be used by manufacturing execution system 204 in handling work orders 222. The information in

25 the plant model is provided to give manufacturing execution system 204 instructions as to how to proceed with work

order handling and event handling for each type of business system or manufacturing system with which manufacturing

execution system 204 interfaces. The plant model is maintained in a plant model database.

[01 03] "Process control system 1 1 0" is a system that executes real-time process control methods to control process

machinery within at least one workcenter. Process control system 110 contains information about the process such as
30 the quantities of materials used. Setpoints 224 are used by process control system 1 1 0 to control the manner in which

a product is manufactured.

[0104] "Reasonability Checks" are tests performed on data collected or calculated to ensure validity of the data in

terms of the expected value of the data item. Every data item may have a reasonability check. The reasonability check

can be defined as a Boolean calculation which may refer to other data items (Example: A is valid if A < B+C).

35 [01 05] A "Resource" is data for which computerized business system 1 02 orthe plant may be programmed to account.

Such data can include materials used, materials manufactured, setup time for a workcenter, machine time for a work-

center, specifications and energy requirements.

[0106] "Setpoints" are the data values determined by manufacturing execution system 204 to control the manufac-

turing operations related to a manufacturing cycle order.

^0 [0107] "Store Location" is a location known to computerized business system 102 where materials can be stored.

Store locations include for instance, a ropm in a warehouse, a tank, and a railroad car. Each store location can be

identified within manufacturing execution system 204 using a logical identifier.

[0108] A "Validation" is a process by which a human examines data to be used, decides that it is acceptable, and

then indicates acceptability by input to the manufacturing execution system 204. A validation is performed where a
45 reasonability check indicates that a human should review the data.

[0109] A "Workcenter" is specific production facility, comprising one or more machines and/or one or more people,

that can be considered as a single unit for planning and scheduling purposes. Examples of a Workcenter can include

one, or a combination of, the following: personnel, equipment such as a batch reactor, a finishing train, an extruder

line, and a drumming line. A workcenter can be considered as one unit for purposes of planning, scheduling, operation,

so and reporting.

[01 10] A "Work Order" is an instruction communicated from the computerized business system 1 02 to manufacturing

execution system 204. Work order 222 is a request to manufacture a quantity of material by a specified date, and can

specify certain workcenters on which to manufacture the product. Work order 222 is the outcome of the scheduling

process as performed by the plant production scheduler executing in the computerized business system. Work order

55 222 provides information from the plant production scheduler to the manufacturing execution system (and the control

room operator) on what to manufacture. Work Order 222 can include information such as:

product type;
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quantity to manufacture (at least one batch)

;

which workcenters to be used in manufacturing (at least one);

when to start/stop each workcenter; and

which raw materials to use (quantities, sources).

5

3. Description of the Basic Steps of the Invention

[0111] FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an example implementation of manufacturing execution system 204. In

this embodiment, manufacturing execution system 204 includes a business systems interface 452, a work order data

10 base 454, an event response processor 460, a plant model data base 464, configuration management element 456,

a shop floor control interface 458, and an event generator 466.

[0112] Although the architecture of the preferred embodiment described herein is discussed in terms of these distinct

subsystems and data bases/tables as depicted in FIG. 4, it would be apparent to a person of skill in the relevant art

how alternative architectures can be implemented to carry out the necessary functionality. For example, separate

15 physical data bases can be combined into a single physical data base, separated logically.

[01 13] The Overview section of this document describes the invention in terms of basic process steps. Referring to

FIGs. 2, 3 f and 4, this section provides a more detailed description of each step.

3.1 Business Systems Interface

20

[0114] In step 302, work order 222 is transmitted from computerized business system 102 and received by manu-

facturing execution system 204. The transmission can include work order information such as the product to be man-

ufactured, the quantity to be manufactured, workcenters to be used to manufacture the product, the sequence in which

the workcenters participate in a manufacturing process, raw materials to be used, and the required quantities of the

25 raw materials (reservations). Also the scheduled date for each operation and its planned duration can be included in

the transmission. The work order 222 also includes scheduling data 234.

[01 15] Data elements within a work order 222 are on two levels: a work order level and an operational level. On the

work order 222 level, the data can include information such as company, plant, division, work order number, quantity

planned for manufacture, store location, assigned lot number, and lot quality status. Data elements on the operational

30 level can also include client, company, plant, and work order identification number information. Additionally, data ele-

ments on the operation level can include information for the operation period. This information can include operation

number, workcenter number, completion, status, start and stop times, setup times, machine times, labor time, and

reservation/material usage information. The reservation/material usage information provides information needed by

computerized business system 102 to maintain resource information. This information can include raw material iden-

35 tifiers, quantities reserved, unit of measure, store location taken from, and lot number used.

[01 1 6] Work order 222 can be transmitted as an unsolicited message to manufacturing execution system 204. Trans-

mission can be scheduled by computerized business system 1 02. The frequency of work order 222 transmission varies

based on the characteristics of the manufacturing cycle for the product.

[01 17] Scheduling and sequencing of work orders 222 for the overall business enterprise (which may involve many
40 geographically diverse manufacturing divisions, wherein each division might contain between one and several hundred

plants, and wherein each plant might contain between one and several hundred workcenters) on a large scope can

be done within computerized business system 1 02. However, provisions for re-assigning work orders 222 are available

within manufacturing execution system 204 to handle emergency situations such as the unavailability of computerized

business system 102.

45 [0118] Step 302 also includes a transmission of master data 230 from computerized business system 102 to man-
ufacturing execution system 204. The transmission of master data 230 can also be unsolicited with respect to manu-
facturing execution system 204 but usually occurs at a different time from the transmission of work order 222. Master

data 230 is used by business interface 452 to update data in plant model database 464 so it is consistent with the

current computerized business system 102 and the larger business environment. This function provides an automated
so update of data in plant model database 464 and ensures that manufacturing execution system 204 and computerized

business system 102 use the same codes to reference the same items.

[01 19] Master data 230 includes a materials master 236. Materials master 236 is used by manufacturing execution

system 204 for maintenance of codes and for verification (discussed below). In one embodiment, materials master 236

is maintained by computerized business system 102.

55 [01 20] In one embodiment, an initial transmission of master data 230 is manually invoked. Subsequent transmissions

occur automatically. If manual input is required, manufacturing execution system 204 appropriately notifies the plant

of such input requirements. For example, manufacturing execution system 204 requests manual input when it receives

a code for an item for which it has no definition.
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[0121] In step 304, work order 222 is used by business systems interface 452 to update data in work order database

454 so that work order database 454 represents the work scheduled. The manner in which work order database 454

is updated in one embodiment is illustrated in FIG. 5. Referring now to Figures 4 and 5, in a step 502, data included

in work order 222 is entered into workorder database 454 as a work order instruction. This data includes reservation

5 information which specifies the raw materials required to manufacture the product specified by work order 222. The

data in work order 222 also includes the manufacturing operation(s) to be performed in order to manufacture the

product, the workcenter(s) on which those operation(s) are to be performed, and the target dates and times for the

manufacturing operation(s), and target dates and times for completion of the finished product.

[0122] In step 504, the size of work order database 454 is modified to hold at least one additional field for data to be
10 collected and/or calculated during manufacturing operations in accordance with the work order 222.

[0123] In step 506, work order database 454 is initialized to hold additional data from plant model database 464 that

relates to the work order instruction derived from work order 222. The initialization also insures that the work order

instruction in work order database 454 conforms to data definitions defined in plant model database 464. During the

initialization of work order database 454, data derived from the work order instruction and acquired from plant model
?5 database 464 is stored into the fields created in step 504.

[0124] In a step 507, an enrichment of the work order instruction is performed using data from plant model data base

464. This provides enrichment data essential to manufacturing operations. This enrichment data is used to further

update work order database 454.

[0125] In step 508, the reservation information now contained in the work order instruction is used to create a man-
20 ufacturing cycle order. One manufacturing cycle order is created for each manufacturing operation.

[0126] A manufacturing cycle order relates to a manufacturing cycle scheduled to run on a certain workcenter (man-

ufacturing unit, for example, extruder) at a certain time to fulfill an operation scheduled by computerized business

system 102 (that is, to fill work order 222). Initially, every scheduled operation is reflected by one manufacturing cycle

order. If necessary, the manufacturing execution system 204 may create additional manufacturing cycle orders for the

25 operation which, after being executed, is reported to computerized business system 102 (for example, for the case of

an extruder as described above). Additionally, manufacturing cycle orders may be dynamically created (for example

in the case of a series of reactor manufacturing cycles as described later in this specification).

[0127] A manufacturing cycle order also includes manufacturing cycle order target data. Manufacturing cycle order

target data specifies an amount of finished or intermediate product to be manufactured according to a manufacturing

30 cycle order together with other necessary information (for example, machine time) to be used in at least one manu-

facturing cycle.

[0128] At this stage, reasonability checks are performed to determine whether all materials, workcenters, units of

measure, and like attributes referred to in work order 222 are defined in manufacturing execution system 204. In one

embodiment, if an item referred to in work order 222 is not defined or is inconsistent with a current definition in man-
35 ufacturing execution system 204, work order database 454 is still modified in response to work order 222, but a flag

is entered into work order database 454 indicating operator intervention is required. Shop floor control interface 458

subsequently utilizes the flag to ask the operator to validate the data in work order database 454 and to correct the

discrepancy by either correcting the data in work order database 454 resulting from work order 222, or by updating

plant model database 464 to include a new definition for the item.

^0 [0129] The human interface to shop floor control interface 458 is provided by an operator terminal 462. Updates to

plant model database 464 are accomplished through configuration management element 456. Updates to work order

database 454 are accomplished through shop floor control interface 458.

[0130] Additionally, data in work order database 454 resulting from work order 222 can be updated, canceled, or

copied by event response processor 460. These data operations can be in response to an event from computerized

45 manufacturing system 1 04 (via event response processor 460) or a message from computerized business system 1 02

(via business systems interface 452).

[0131 ] if work order 222 includes a command indicating that no more transactions will be accepted by computerized

business system 102 for that work order 222, then business interface system 452 notifies event response processor

460 of this. In response, event response processor 460 modifies work order database 454 to mark data related to work
so order 222 for subsequent purging.

3.2 Optional Enrichments and Setpoint Computation

[0132] In a step 306, shop floor control interface 458 and event response processor460 perform optional enrichments

55 of the manufacturing cycle order where required. These optional enrichments can be acquired from manual data inputs,

external data sources, table look-ups, or automatic data retrieval from computerized manufacturing system 104.

[01 33] For manual input of enrichment data, an operator enters the data on terminal 462. The data are compared to

plant model database 464 to ensure the data types and/or definitions are appropriate. If so, the data are then stored
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in the proper fields in work order database 454.

[0134] if the data source for the enrichment data is external to the manufacturing execution system 204, event re-

sponse processor 460 queries plant model data base 464 to determine the source of the data within computerized

manufacturing system 1 04, then retrieves the data from the designated source. The data are then used to update work

5 order database 454. External data sources in the computerized manufacturing system 104 can include laboratory

information management systems (LIMS) or other such auxiliary systems involved in monitoring the manufacturing

process.

[0135] For enrichment data to be obtained by table lookup, event response processor 460 looks up the enrichment

data in data tables in plant model 464. This data is used to update the proper fields in work order database 454.

w [01 36] For automatic enrichment, data are obtained from computerized manufacturing system 1 04. Event response

processor 460 retrieves this enrichment data from computerized manufacturing system 104 and then updates work

order database 454 with this data.

[0137] In a step 308 event response processor 460 generates setpoints 224 to carry out at least a part of the task

specified by work order 222. Setpoints 224 are generated at various times in response to inputs from shop floor control

is interface 458, inputs from business systems interface 452, inputs from computerized manufacturing system 104, and/

or inputs from event generator 466.

[01 38] Associated with setpoints 224 are comments for use by the human operator in carrying out the manufacturing

process specified by the setpoints 224. These comments, resident in work order database 454, can be accessed by

operators via shop control interface 458 (via terminal 462).

20 [01 39] Manufacturing execution system 204 fully manages the generation of setpoints 224. This interface eliminates

the need for shop floor control operators to interface directly with computerized business system 1 02. Alternative em-

bodiments may be considered wherein human operators can manage and monitor the execution of work orders 222

to varying degrees. Depending on the environment or the desired implementation, human operators can be asked to

monitor the execution, supply required parameters, approve the performance of steps in the execution, and perform

25 other manual operations. Such human intervention may be desirable to meet safety or security requirements, for ex-

ample.

[0140] The setpoint 224 computations are defined in plant model database 464 to meet specific process control

requirements. Setpoints 224 are generated using information in work order database 454 and plant model database

464.

30 [01 41 ] During the setpoint computing process, the event response processor 460 performs reasonability checks on

the input and the calculated data. If any data fail a reasonability check, they are flagged and the operator is notified of

the problem through shop floor control interface 458 so that appropriate action (validation or adjustment) can be taken.

Once the setpoints 224 have been successfully computed, they can be provided to computerized manufacturing system

104 as noted by step 310.

35 [0142] Once generation of setpoints 224 is initiated, manufacturing execution system 204 monitors the status of

specific work orders and specific workcenters and provides summary status information to operators via status displays

on terminal 462. Status displays include a display of information such as the amount of product manufactured at a

given time and the units of manufacture (for example, in pounds, kilograms, gallons).

[0143] If a problem or a need for validation occurs, status information is displayed by the shop floor control interface

40 458 on the terminal 462 so the operator can take corrective action. Problems may be determined by direct notification

from computerized manufacturing system 104 or in response to reasonability checks on data received from compu-

terized manufacturing system 104.

[01 44] A guidance system within shop floor control interface 458 allows an operator to identify any outstanding prob-

lems via terminal 462. For each problem, the guidance system identifies an operator or category of operator (technician)

45 capable of fixing the problem. An operator can use terminal 462 to view a listing of the items identified by the guidance

system. The guidance system provides menu driven screen displays to allow the operator to scroll through the list of

problems. In some cases, the screens allow the operator to select additional screens that outline an approach to solving

the problem.

50 3.3 Configuration Management Element

[0145] Terminal 462 and configuration management element 456 provide means for a human to define and modify

data for the plant and to configure plant model database 464 to meet that particular plant's requirements. Plant model

database 464 includes at least one table that identifies all data relationships relevant to the execution of a manufacturing

55 operation. This is used to achieve compatibility between the computerized business system 102, manufacturing exe-

cution system 204, and computerized manufacturing system 104.

[0146] Work order data base 454 contains, at any point in time following the receipt of at least one work order 222,

at least one instance of plant model database 464 to steer manufacturing operations on workcenters and associated
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use of the manufacturing execution system 204 to handle related work orders 222. Because plant model database 464

can be tailored to each particular plant's requirements, manufacturing execution system 204 can be easily modified to

operate in a variety of manufacturing environments.

[0147] Configuration management element 456 is the input means for defining data for the plant model database

5 464 residing in manufacturing execution system 204. The plant model database 464 facilitates a mapping of data

between computerized business system 102 and computerized manufacturing system 104. As a result, the computer-

ized business system 102, computerized manufacturing system 104, and manufacturing execution system 204 can

operate in concert with one another since their respective data schemes have plant model database 464 as a common
reference.

10 [0148] To simplify this mapping, a generic plant model 406 is implemented in plant model database 464. Generic

plant model 406 is a common medium to which specific plant elements can be mapped. Generic plant model 406 is

discussed in detail below in Section 7 of this document.

3.4 Interface to the Manufacturing Environment

15

[0149] In step 310, setpoints 224 are provided to the appropriate process control system 110 within computerized

manufacturing system 104. Manufacturing execution system 204 provides the ability to print setpoints 224, and to

electronically transmit setpoints 224 to process control system 110 within computerized manufacturing system 104.

This electronic transmission can be done following computation of setpoints 224 in response to receipt of an event by

20 event response processor 460 from computerized manufacturing system 104, event generator 466, or manually in

response to a command entered by an operator through terminal 462 and the shop floor control interface 458.

[0150] When computerized manufacturing systems 104 receive setpoints 224, the manufacturing operation(s) can

commence.

[0151] In a step 312, event response processor 460 collects data in response to process events 232 from compu-

25 terized manufacturing system 1 04 or other events from either the event generator 466 or the shop floor control interface

458. In this step, various data points required to satisfy computerized business system 102 and other business envi-

ronment transaction requirements are collected in response to events. Data collected includes data concerning man-

ufacturing operations which have executed in response to work order 222; also collected are any manufacturing data

226 related to plant requirements regarding batch and/or continuous accounting.

30 [0152] In one embodiment, this data collection process is primarily driven by plant defined events from process

control system 110 (such as completion of a lot), and specific clock events from event generator 466. However, the

events can include events from business system interface 452 or human operator initiated events from the shop floor

control interface 458. When an event occurs, manufacturing execution system 204 initiates the collection of all data

associated with a particular event as defined by the plant in plant model database 464.

35 [0153] Manufacturing execution system 204 can collect data from multiple data sources. These sources include

control data via process information system 1 08, manual data entry, and data transmitted from computerized business

system 102 used to automatically fill in business information. The data collected from these sources is integrated

(combined) to form a comprehensive data base. This data base could comprise a single data base or a set of related

data bases.

40 [01 54] Manufacturing execution system 204 can also optionally use event generator 466 and event response proc-

essor 460 to meter data over time (in the context of an estimate relating to the area under a curve) from process control

system 110. This allows the plants to define metering calculations of processed data without having to use process

control system 110 resources to perform these calculations. In alternative embodiments, the metering calculations

could be performed in process control system 110 or in process information system 108.

45 [01 55] In one embodiment, the interface to computerized manufacturing system 1 04 is handled using process infor-

mation system 108 as depicted in Figure 8. Manufacturing execution system uses process information system 108 to

communicate with specific workcenters in computerized manufacturing system 104. Process information system 108

has two subsystems to perform the interfacing function. These are an event dispatch subsystem 842 and an information

retrieval subsystem 846.

50 [0156] Event dispatch subsystem 842 is used by manufacturing execution system 204 to monitor events and to

forward events to event response processor 460 which then implements actions based on the events. The information

retrieval subsystem 846 retrieves information for manufacturing execution system 204 from process control system

110 for specific workcenters. Alternative embodiments may be considered wherein manufacturing execution system

204 interfaces directly with process control systems 110 without process information system 108.

55

3.5 Data Management and Reporting

[0157] In step 314, manufacturing data 226 received in step 312 is manipulated by event response processor 460.
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This manipulation includes integration of collected data over time, calculations using collected data and data storage.

The specific operations to be performed are defined in plant model database 464 which can be tailored to meet plant-

specific orders.

[0158] Manufacturing execution system 204 can collect and organize data by either batches (batch accounting) or

5 by periods of time such as hours or days (continuous accounting). These two methods of collecting and organizing

data are quite different. Batch accounting collects data associated with a particular batch along with additional attributes

describing the collective data. Continuous accounting collects and summarizes data over specified periods of time.

For example, continuous accounting may collect and summarize information regarding the amount of steam used by

a plant on a particular day or week. The continuous accounting aspect of manufacturing execution system 204 can be

10 implemented in a straightforward manner.

[0159] In one embodiment, it is essentially a time-based accounting system that collects data for predetermined

periods of time. The continuous accounting system cannot generally collect or apply additional attributes to this data

in the way that batch accounting can. For example, if a plant wants to record extruder production by the day, the

continuous accounting function captures the amount of product manufactured in that time period. Continuous account-

15 ing does not differentiate among various specific products made in a batch plant environment. The batch accounting

function, on the other hand, collects the lot-specific data.

[01 60] The concepts of batch and continuous accounting are described in detail in Section 1 0 of this patent document.

3.6 Data Transfers to the Business Environment

20

[0161] In step 316, business systems interface 452 sends work order data 228 to computerized business system

102. Work order data 228 is a result of data collected in step 312 and manipulated in step 314.

[0162] Manufacturing execution system 204 provides the functionality to allow the plant to define data reasonability

checks to be performed on the data before it is sent to computerized business system 102. The reasonability checks

25 perform tests to determine whether the data falls within certain reasonable limits and is correct in relation to other data.

If the data fails a reasonability check, the plant will be required to validate the data and take corrective action (for

example, adjustments) if necessary.

[01 63] The transactions identified for transmission to computerized business system 1 02 are queued for transmission

by business systems interface 452 (described in greater detail below). This insures that all data is successfully delivered

30 in proper sequence. Error conditions encountered by computerized business system 1 02 are reported to manufacturing

execution system 204 for correction by the plant. In one embodiment, any related transactions following an error are

held for processing until they have been retransmitted with the transaction error corrected.

[0164] Manufacturing data 226 collected by manufacturing execution system 204 relate to work orders 222. Manu-

facturing data 226 can include several types of information such as: materials manufactured, raw materials used,

35 machine time, setup time, receipts, shipments, and stock adjustments. In one embodiment, manufacturing data 226

includes all solicited data requested by manufacturing execution system 204 from computerized manufacturing system

104 (as opposed to events which are not solicited by the manufacturing execution system 204). This data can be

acquired to characterize the status of an executing manufacturing cycle order, or to characterize the status of work

order 222. This is possible because some data related to work order 222 may be maintained within computerized

40 manufacturing system 104 instead of manufacturing execution system 204. The manner in which a work order 222 is

translated into at least one manufacturing cycle order can vary as a function of the manner in which computerized

business system 102 is interacting with manufacturing execution system 204.

[0165] Examples of basic business transactions are: the booking of a finished product into inventory, an adjustment

of inventory for raw materials consumption, and completion confirmations for a manufacturing cycle operation.

45

4. Manufacturing Cycle Orders

[0166] When work order 222 is sent from computerized business system 102, it includes information specifying

certain manufacturing details. Such details can include the finished product to be manufactured, the manufacturing

50 time estimated to complete the finished product, information regarding manufacturing operations to be performed in

manufacturing the product (which is not resident in the computerized manufacturing system database and which ex-

ecutes manufacturing control decisions on the workcenters manufacturing the product), any special instructions from

the scheduling function in the computerized business system 102 (which could include a textual field for reference by

a human), and reservations that computerized business system 102 has made for raw materials required to manufac-

55 ture the finished product. Reservations allow future inventories of raw materials to be estimated.

[0167] Some of the information in the work order 222 is considered to be work order target data as it defines com-

puterized business system's 102 expectation of what manufacturing data 226 will be generated in the manufacturing

operations. The work order 222 and the associated work order target data are articulated within the context of the data
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structures of computerized business system 102.

[0168] Manufacturing execution system 204 creates manufacturing cycle orders from work order 222. Manufacturing

cycle orders facilitate the conversion of the needs indicated in the work order 222 into the context of the data structures

of the particular computerized manufacturing system 104.

5 [0169] These manufacturing cycle orders contain manufacturing cycle order target data derived from the work order

target data. In the same regard as work order target data define an expectation from computerized business system

1 02 to manufacturing execution system 204, manufacturing cycle order target data are considered to be an expectation

of manufacturing execution system 204 as to the manufacturing data 226 to be generated in manufacturing operations.

[0170] Manufacturing data 226 is generated during manufacturing operations to manufacture the finished product

10 to fulfill work order 222. Manufacturing data 226 is the actual data which can then be compared, overwritten, and/or

related to the manufacturing cycle order target data, or to its parent work order target data. Manufacturing data 226

is, therefore, data generated during the actual manufacturing cycle (as opposed to planned data) relating to raw ma-

terials used, finished product manufactured, and special activities.

[0171] In further regard to the conversion of work order target data contained in work order 222 into manufacturing

is cycle order target data, the terms used within the computerized business system 102, the manufacturing execution

system 204, and the computerized manufacturing system 104 can be different. Reasons for this difference can be

related to geographic differences, local material coding variances, or acceptable chemical equivalencies. However,

the manufacturing systems need to be able to determine the correct substance regardless of the term used. Because

it is desirable to define some terms in a generic sense (for ease of reuse), a material mapping functionality is provided

20 to allow terms to be mapped among computerized business system 102, manufacturing execution system 204, and

computerized manufacturing system 104.

[01 72] To this end, the use of three coding identifiers for a substance is desirable: one for the computerized business

system 102, one to facilitate generic coding efficiency, and one for computerized manufacturing system 104. This

provides a straightforward material mapping functionality within the manufacturing execution system 204.

25 [01 73] For example, "sugar" in the context of the computerized manufacturing system 1 04 might be mapped into the

term "sweetener" in the manufacturing execution system 204 to produce a soft drink. The "sweetener" might then be

mapped into "brown sugar" for one manufacturing cycle related to one workcenter and into "aspartame" for a second

manufacturing cycle related to a second workcenter.

[0174] Note in this example that "sugar" might be resident in computerized business system 1 02 as a result of con-

30 tracts which occurred many years prior to the development of modern artificial sweeteners. Manufacturing execution

system 204 uses the more generically proper term "sweeteners" to enable the interpretative functionality between the

business environment and the more precise species of sweetener defined for the example in the computerized man-

ufacturing system 104.

[0175] Material mapping is therefore a species-to-genus-to-species functionality which helps to enable the harmo-

35 nization between the computerized business world and the computerized manufacturing world to enable computer

integrated manufacturing.

[0176] One (or a first) manufacturing cycle order is created by manufacturing execution system 204 when a work

order 222 is received. A manufacturing cycle order defines a manufacturing run on a workcenter. For example, the

manufacturing cycle order may be one reactor load. For plants using computerized business system 102, the receipt

40 of work orders 222 by manufacturing execution system 204 results in the creation of one manufacturing cycle order.

This manufacturing cycle order may be duplicated (if several runs are needed) by the manufacturing execution system

204 after the completion of the manufacturing cycle related to that first manufacturing cycle order if the needs of work

order 222 have not been fulfilled by the first manufacturing cycle.

[0177] In some cases, a second manufacturing cycle order may not be necessary. One manufacturing cycle order

45 for one work order 222 is effective for manufacturing certain products on certain types of workcenters. In this regard,

a comparison of a reactor workcenter and an extruder workcenter is used as an example to illustrate the different

manner in which a manufacturing cycle order might be used to initiate and monitor the manufacturing cycle.

[0178] An extruder is a machine that operates with a series of steps in its manufacturing cycle but has the capacity

for a very extended steady state run step. When an extruder receives a manufacturing cycle order for 1 00,000 pounds
so of material, it can relate to this single manufacturing cycle order for configuration purposes and remain in the steady

state manufacturing step until 100,000 pounds are manufactured.

[0179] However, unlike an extruder, a batch kettle reactorcan only manufacture a limited quantity of product because

the reactor has a fixed size. With respect to the present example, five reactor batches of 20,000 pounds each may be

needed to fill the 100,000 pound order. In this situation, setpoints 224 are created for one manufacturing cycle order

55 of 20,000 pounds, and transmitted to the reactor's process control system 110 to make a first batch. The process

control system 1 1 0 manages the manufacturing cycle forthe first batch, increments a manufacturing cycle order counter

and sends an event to manufacturing execution system 204 indicating the completion of the first batch. In response

to that event, manufacturing execution system 204 creates a second manufacturing cycle order, but does not transmit
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setpoints 224 again because they are the same as in the first manufacturing cycle. Note, however that an optional

"handshake" acknowledgement communication might be transmitted if the computerized manufacturing system 104

requires such an indicator prior to initiation of the next manufacturing cycle. The second manufacturing cycle order is

used to relate to the manufacturing operations of the second manufactured batch related to the original work order 222.

5 [0180] Another scenario using 5 batch kettle reactors could occur wherein 5 manufacturing cycle orders (one per

reactor) are generated by the manufacturing execution system 204 in response to the work order 222 to manufacture

1 00,000 pounds in one manufacturing cycle executing in five 20,000 pound workcenters. In this case, the manufacturing

execution system 204 waits until the 5 separate manufacturing cycles are accounted for prior to generating a directive

to manufacture a possibly needed 6th batch (of perhaps less quantity than a normal batch where the quantity is de~

10 termined as the difference between 100,000 pounds and the actual material manufactured by the 5 batches already

implemented).

[0181] A more complex scenario results from the situation where a work order 222 is received for a material which

is manufactured in two stages: a first stage requiring the use of a group of batch kettle reactors to make an intermediate

product, and a second stage to process the intermediate product through an extruder. The manufacturing execution

15 system 204 first creates the manufacturing cycle orders for the kettle operation; after confirmation events have been

received indicating that the necessary amount of intermediate product has been manufactured by the kettle reactors,

a manufacturing cycle order is generated to interact with the extruder as it processes the intermediate product into the

final product.

[0182] In one embodiment, manufacturing execution system 204 can generate a manufacturing cycle order based

20 upon an unsolicited process event 232. In this embodiment, manufacturing execution system 204 can be used as a

companion to a computerized manufacturing system 1 04 without a secondary electronic link to a computerized business

system 102. Some examples of this situation are a manufacturing system which is isolated from a global network, a

manufacturing system in test mode, or perhaps a manufacturing system undergoing a substantial redesign with respect

to its "relationship" with the computerized business system 102. These manufacturing system cases can still use the

25 manufacturing execution system 204 for purposes of report generation, local cycle management, and human operator

information. For plant environments not using computerized business system 102, manufacturing cycle orders are

created upon receipt of an event from computerized manufacturing system 104 indicating the start of a process or as

a result of input from the terminal 462. The information contained in an event from computerized manufacturing system

104 is sufficiently comprehensive in this regard to define the type of manufacturing cycle order needed to handle the

30 manufacturing cycle being initiated. In this environment, manufacturing cycle orders do not contain scheduling infor-

mation from computerized business system 102.

5. Manufacturing Execution System Data Flow

35 [0183] One data exchange method for data transmission between process control system 110 and manufacturing

execution system 204 using process information system 108 is illustrated in the block diagram of FIG. 8. FIG. 9 is a

flow chart illustrating steps involved with the preferred data exchange approach. With reference to FIG. 4, 8, and 9,

the accompanying discussion is framed in accordance with the preferred embodiment that includes a separate process

information system 1 08. It would be obvious to a person skilled in the relevant art how other embodiments may be

40 implemented without a separate process information system 1 08 or with the functionality described as being performed

by process information system 108 delegated in whole or in part to process control system 110 and/or manufacturing

execution system 204.

[0184] Referring now to FIGs. 4, 8, and 9, process control system 110 generates process events 232 based on

manufacturing operations in the workcenters. Process events 232, which indicate manufacturing milestones such as

45 manufacturing cycle start and stop occurrences, are received by event response processor 460 in a step 902. Note

that events from event generator 466 can also be received by event response processor 460, and event response

processor 460 may define events into event generator 466 in response to process event 232 received from computer-

ized manufacturing system 1 04. Also note, events from or the shop floor control interface 458 can be received as well.

[01 85] Event generator 466 functions as a virtual timer to facilitate time delay operations in the present invention. Its

so functionality is analogous to setting an egg timer. A timer initiating event occurs when a first manufacturing event (an

egg being dropped into boiling water) is performed and a second timer response event (a bell rings three minutes later)

occurs to signal the end of the manufacturing process.

[0186] The above events from computerized manufacturing system 1 04, event generator 466, and shop floor control

interface 458 trigger manufacturing execution system 204 to retrieve manufacturing data 226. Process events 232 can

55 be start and stop occurrences further containing a unique identifier indicating which workcenter originated the event.

In one embodiment, process events 232 include information indicating whether the event is targeted for manufacturing

execution system 204.

[0187] Event dispatch subsystem 842 receives process events 232 from process control system 110 targeted for
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manufacturing execution system 204. These process events 232 are queued and communicated to manufacturing

execution system 204 by event dispatch subsystem 842. Event response processor 460 receives these process events

232 in a step 902.

[0188] Event dispatch subsystem 842 aiso performs data level reconciliations necessary to accommodate multiple

5 interactive formats which may be required to support different types of process control systems 110.

[0189] In a step 904, event response processor 460 interprets the event received (for example process event 232)

to determine the source system in computerized manufacturing system 104, the type of event being communicated,

the appropriate identifier to relate to the relevant generic workcenter, and the relevant data store in work order database

454. Event processor 460 can now take action based on the received event as further described below.

10 [0190] In a step 906, event response processor 460 optionally collects data to be collected for the event received.

The process of collecting this data is illustrated in, and described with reference to FIG. 7. Referring now to FIGs. 7

and 8 when a process event is received by event response processor 460, event response processor 460 queries plant

model database 464 to determine what data is to be collected for the event received and the location from which the

data is to be collected. This occurs in a step 702. If no data needs to be collected in response to the event, this is also

15 indicated.

[0191] In a step 704, event response processor 460 sends a manufacturing execution system data request 852 to

computerized manufacturing system 104. In one embodiment, manufacturing execution system data request 852 is

first communicated to information retrieval subsystem 846 in process information system 1 08 where data transport

reconciliations are facilitated in conjunction with device driver 844. Information retrieval subsystem 846, in conjunction

20 with device driver 844, prepares a data request 804 to request manufacturing data 226 from process control systems

110.

[01 92] Data request 804 is then transmitted to process control system 1 1 0. 1n this step 704, event response processor

460 is virtually requesting the data which plant model database 464 indicated was to be collected.

[0193] As discussed above, process information system 108 is used as an interface to process control systems 110.

25 Process information system 108 provides the capability to interface to multiple process control systems 110, each

having different interface characteristics. For each interface type, a device driver 844 is provided. Device driver 844

provides the interface necessary to communicate in spite of unique characteristics of a process control system 110.

[0194] The retrieval is performed through the use of information retrieval subsystem 846 in a step 706. Information

retrieval subsystem 846 retrieves and sends manufacturing data 226 to manufacturing execution system 204. There

30 can be multiple data paths for sending multiple streams of manufacturing data 226 simultaneously. Manufacturing data

226 can include any type of data that can be electronically represented such as material identifiers, store locations, lot

numbers, and process variables such as operating temperatures, and pressures).

[0195] In a step 710, event response processor 460 queries plant model database 464 to determine whether any

external data from other systems must be retrieved in response to the event received in step 902 (FIG. 9).

35 [0196] In a step 712, if external data is to be received, event response processor 460 retrieves such data. This

external data can include either manual input data entered by plant operations personnel via a terminal 462, or LIMS

(laboratory information management system) quality related data.

[0197] Returning again to FIGs. 4, 8, and 9, in a step 908, the data collected in step 906 is stored in work order

database 454. Collected data can also have a reasonability check.

40 [0198] in a step 910, once all the manufacturing data 226 received by manufacturing execution system 204, calcu-

lations can be performed. To perform these calculations, event response processor 460 first queries plant model da-

tabase 464 to determine what calculations are to be performed for the event. Data in plant model database 464 includes

information pertaining to calculations to be performed, data to be used in those calculations, data units and default

valuesinformation. Event response processor 460 performs the necessary calculations based on the information con-

45 tained in plant model database 464.

[0199] Because plant model database 464 provides event response processor 460 with ail the necessary event

information such as what data to be collected, where to collect the data, and what calculations are to be performed on

the collected data, manufacturing execution system 204 can be readily implemented in a variety of environments and

interfaced to numerous different types of computer manufacturing systems 1 04. To implement manufacturing execution

so system 204 in a different environment, all that has to be changed is the information in plant model database 464. More

specifically the events to be received must be defined, the data to be collected upon receipt of such events must be

defined along with the data sources, and the calculations to be performed on that data must be defined. By tailoring

these types of information contained in plant model database 464, manufacturing execution system 204 can be tailored

to suit the needs of numerous plant environments.

55 [0200] Preferably, each variable calculated has a calculation statement as well as an optional reasonability check

statement. Examples of calculations performed in step 910 include yield, energy, or consumption of raw materials used

by several different workcenters in different process control systems 110.

[0201] Additionally, conditional calculations may be performed to adjust variables used in different workcenters. For
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example, some latex lot tanks may store data in units of pounds while other lot tanks store the data in units of gallons.

Thus a calculation is performed to adjust the units factor as a condition of which workcenter is involved.

[0202] In a step 912, data calculated in a step 910 is stored in work-order data base 454.

[0203] In a step 914, event response processor 460 performs a reasonabiiity check on the data calculated. This

5 reasonabiiity check is performed based on rules and information contained in plant model database 464. Examples of

a include a reasonabiiity check to determine whether the data is within a defined range. Optionally, step 91 4 can include

validation by a human via terminal 462 and shop floor control interface 458.

[0204] In a step 916, event response processor 460 identifies all data to be sent to computerized business system

102 and queues this data to business systems interface 452. The data to be sent to computerized business system

10 102 is identified based on information contained in plant model database 464.

[0205] In a step 918, reports are generated by manufacturing execution system 204. For each event, standard or

customized reports can be generated and stored in plant model database 464, The report can be selected upon request

of the user or can be generated automatically.

[0206] Manufacturing execution system 204 can optionally notify other applications of process event 232 or other

15 events. This enables an application external to manufacturing execution system 204 to perform a function in indirect

response to a process event 232 received by manufacturing execution system 204. In other words, manufacturing

execution system 204 can function as a coordinating interface for initiating operations on a number of systems in

response to a process event 232. This feature simplifies the programming challenge within computerized manufacturing

system 1 04 since the individual units within computerized manufacturing system 1 04 can use manufacturing execution

20 system 204 as a reference point for event notification. This reduces the amount of data space and computer time

required of computerized manufacturing system 104 system for interaction with external systems.

[0207] For example, a label printer can be initiated to produce labels for a finished product after manufacturing

execution system 204 has received a process event 232 indicating completion of a manufacturing cycle. This scenario

is preferable requiring computerized manufacturing system 104 to initiate the label operation independently. This sce-

25 nario is preferable where data space and computer time within process control system 1 1 0 are much more time-critical

than in manufacturing execution system 204.

[0208] In a step 920, business systems interface 452 sends work order data 228 to computerized business system

102. This can be initiated by any of several means. Business systems interface 452 may send queued data on a

periodic basis or in response to a request from event response processor 460. Business systems interface 452 may
30 receive a confirmation of receipt from computerized business system 1 02 and may receive error messages from com-

puterized business system 102.

6. Scheduling

35 [0209] Scheduling refers to the process by which a group of goals to be achieved are arranged within the context of

an agenda or timetable. Regarding a workcenter being implemented within the context of the use of a process control

system 1 1 0, each manufacturing cycle, related to by the manufacturing execution system 204 as a manufacturing cycle

order, is directed to the goal of manufacturing a finished product which has value to the overall business enterprise. A

manufacturing cycle usually requires time for implementation. Workcenters can be optionally configured to manufacture

40 a number of different products (as an example, in the chemical industry, polyglycols can be differentiated by their

molecular weight, and molecular weight is frequently a function of the time during which a particular monomer is added

to the reaction yielding the polyglycol - a single batch reactor system [workcenter apparatus component] can therefore

manufacture a very large set of different polyglycol end products by varying the time of monomer addition). The timetable

set up for a particular workcenter is therefore frequently an agenda of different future manufacturing cycles having

45 different expected overall elapsed times necessary for their respective execution. The scheduling process is therefore

directed to arranging a calendar for a workcenter which depicts a scenario of the order in which future manufacturing

cycles will be implemented to fulfill the needs of the business organization. The calendar may need to be rearranged

periodically by the computerized business system 102 to reflect issues related to marketing, purchasing, inventory

control, or other executive level decisions. The calendar may also need to be rearranged at the division or plant level

so to reflect local issues such as unexpected maintenance, illness in the workforce, or issues related to raw material

delivery to the local plant.

[0210] Computerized business system 102 performs a scheduling operation in conjunction with creation of work

order 222. Manufacturing execution system 204 provides functionality to enable modification of a work center schedule.

Scheduling in the context of manufacturing execution system 204 pertains to modifying scheduling data 234 as received

55 with work order 222 to achieve flexibility needed in the manufacturing plant to respond to unexpected occurrences.

Manufacturing execution system 204 provides a screen interface in terminal 462 for use by planning personnel to adjust

the manufacturing schedule for a work center via shop floor control interface 458. In one embodiment, modifications

of scheduling data are viewed as exceptions and are thus logged and accessible in exception reports. Manufacturing
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execution system 204 performs at least three scheduling functions related to schedule management: copying manu-

facturing cycle orders, modifying manufacturing cycle orders, and canceling manufacturing cycle orders.

6.1 Copying Manufacturing Cycle Orders

5

[0211] In one embodiment, every work order 222 transmitted from computerized business system 102 results in at

least one manufacturing cycle order in manufacturing execution system 204. There may be cases where several man-

ufacturing cycle orders are required to conduct manufacturing operations related to work order 222. In these cases,

manufacturing execution system 204 copies a manufacturing cycle order as necessary. This may result for any of

10 several reasons. First, processing in process control system 110 may require scheduling on a finer level than provided

by computerized business system 102. For example, a plant with several identical reactors may be seen as one unit

with a certain capacity in computerized business system 1 02, but the reactors are run individually in the plant by process

control system 110. In this case, scheduling information received by manufacturing execution system 204 pertaining

to this one large resource is adjusted to identify a particular one of the individual resources that make up the one

15 resource recognized by the business environment.

[0212] Second, consider a manufacturing cycle order that has completed the manufacturing operation related to

work order 222 but the product fails to meet quality specification, and thus another manufacturing cycle (or "run") is

needed. If a plant wants to use the computerized business system 1 02 for job costing, the new run must be accounted

for. This can easily be achieved by creating and executing a copy of the original manufacturing cycle order in manu-

20 facturing execution system 204. However, if this is done, the computerized business system 102 report must reflect

combined data of the unacceptable product run and the new run.

[0213] Third, in the event of equipment breakdown, a manufacturing cycle order may be copied and modified to allow

the product to be manufactured using an alternative workcenter.

[0214] Fourth, as discussed above, several reactor runs may be required to create a specific quantity of a product

25 ordered. In this case, manufacturing execution system 204 dynamically creates additional manufacturing cycle orders

so that the specified quantity of product is manufactured.

6.2 Modifying Manufacturing Cycle Orders

30 [0215] According to one embodiment, manufacturing execution system 204 can modify a manufacturing cycle order

as long as its related manufacturing cycle in the computerized manufacturing system 104 has not started. Its target

times (that is, the time at which the manufacturing cycle in the process control system 110 of the computerized man-

ufacturing system 104 should be initiated for the manufacture of the batch of product related to the manufacturing cycle

order, and the time at which the manufacturing cycle should be completed for the manufacture of the batch related to

35 the manufacturing cycle order) and the specific workcenter on which it is to be executed can be changed. If the work-

center assignment is modified, only a workcenter of the same type (that is, from the same generic workcenter family)

can be chosen. For example, a manufacturing cycle order designating a certain extruder can be assigned to another

extruder but cannot be assigned to a blender. Other embodiments may be implemented providing varying degrees of

flexibility of manufacturing cycle order modification.

40

6.3 Modifying Manufacturing Cycle Order Target Data

[0216] Manufacturing cycle order target data may be changed in certain circumstances. For example, when a raw

material is missing and a substitute must be used, manufacturing cycle order target data is modified to facilitate this

45 substitution. In one embodiment, this feature is reserved for emergency situations because this data may negatively

influence the perception of the computerized business system 102 regarding balances of raw material reserved for

use in the manufacturing process cycle. This feature should be invoked only upon operator request or after prompting

for operator approval; use of alternative materials might further result in different quantities of a resource being used

in different situations. Alternative embodiments allow manufacturing execution system 204 to automatically change

50 manufacturing cycle order target data.

7. Generic Data Concept

[0217] Manufacturing execution system 204 handles large quantities of data which must be defined upon system

55 implementation and throughout the life of the system. Whenever a new workcenter, material, or other resource is added

to the system, additional data definitions must also be provided for that entity. Workcenters and setpoints 224 to control

them, resources, enrichment definitions, actions, and events, are examples of required data definitions.

[021 8] To reduce the amount of data that needs to be defined and maintained, manufacturing execution system 204
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employs a generic data concept. The generic concept groups together similar objects having similar properties. For

example, a set of workcenters which are used to manufacture a family of similar products frequently utilize similar

apparatuses, similar materials and resources, similar setpoints 224, similar process control application programs in

their process control system 110 and process information system 108, and similar training manuals for personnel.

5 [0219] The use of the generic data concept allows a single instance of the definitions of these attributes to be used

for each specific workcenter within the group of generic workcenters. Since it usually requires time, effort, and space

to construct any set of data and rules used in a manufacturing execution system 204, the use of this generic data

concept substantially simplifies the task of constructing and maintaining the larger set of individual data and rules for

each specific workcenter. Thus, the present invention enables the programming related to specific workcenters to

10 proceed more efficiently by incorporating the use of generic definitions, which need to be defined only once, for classes

of workcenter objects. Once the generic definitions have been articulated within the manufacturing execution system

204 for a class of workcenters, the further definitions for a specific workcenter object is limited only to those aspects

which are unique to that workcenter.

[0220] The generic concept is not limited to defining generic workcenters. The generic concept extends to the defi-

es nition of generic enrichments, generic setpoints, generic resources, generic accounting and process data. Generic

enrichments are definitions of data needed for setpoint calculations on workcenters that belong to a generic workcenter

group. For example, a setpoint calculation for the generic workcenter "extruders" may require melt flow rate as an input.

[0221] A generic plant model is used to implement this generic concept. The generic plant model is included within

plant model database 464 and contains generic workcenter definitions and other generic definitions for the plant. Also,

20 generic workcenter definitions and other generic definitions are stored in the generic plant model. Alternative embod-
iments may be considered wherein the generic plant model is a separate physical or logical database from plant model

database 464 instead of being incorporated into plant model database 464.

[0222] The data structure for the generic plant model is illustrated in Table 1 . At the highest level, the generic plant

model is broken down into fields for generic workcenter, generic event types, and generic workcenter actions. Alter-

25 native structures may be implemented depending upon the requirements in which manufacturing execution system

204 is implemented.

TABLE 1

GENERIC PLANT MODEL

A. Generic Workcenter

1. Generic Resource

a. Reservations

b. Enrichments

i Input Data Sources

ii Look-up Tables

c. Setpoints

i Calculation Rules

ii Generic Output Tags

d. Accounting & Process Data

i Computerized Business System Specifications

ii Generic Input Tags

iii Calculation Rules

2. Generic Report Definitions

B. Generic Event Type

1. Manufacturing Cycle Status

2. Manufacturing Cycle Status Transition Table
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TABLE 1 (continued)

GENERIC PLANT MODEL

C. Gene

1.

2.

3.

ric Workcenter Action

Generic Collection Lists

Generic Computerized Business System Transactions

Generic Action Report Lists

10

Table 1 - A

[0223] Generic Workcenter - As mentioned, the generic workcenter defines the characteristics of one or more specific

workcenters that perform the same functions or have similar attributes. The definitions generically describe or define

15 a collection of specific workcenters as a generic group without requiring specific references.

Table 1-A.1

[0224] Generic Resources - Define a type of data element that is associated to a generic workcenter. The types of

20 Generic Resources are reservations, enrichments, setpoints, and accounting and process data. Each generic resource

is given a unique name (tag) that can be referenced in calculations, collections, lists, reports, and other uses. Reason-

ability checks can also be included as attributes associated with each resource and reports.

Table 1 -A.1.a

25

[0225] Reservations - Represent the inventory quantities that have been reserved in the business system to satisfy

work order 222. There is one reservation for each raw material that is expected to be used as well as a reservation for

the amount of product to be manufactured.

30 Table 1-A.1.b

[0226] Enrichments - Are supplemental data not included in work order 222 but required to properly compute set-

points. Enrichments can be derived via several methods including table look-up and input data from several sources.

The generic plant model contains logical identifiers of the data that is to be retrieved for computing the setpoints.

35

Table 1 -A.l.b.i

[0227] Generic Input Tags - input from sources which can include manual input, computerized manufacturing system

104, and other external systems. Stored in the generic plant model 406 is a logical identifier for the input sources.

40

Table 1 -A.l.b.ii

[0228] Look-up Tables - based upon information in the material reservations.

45 Table 1 - A.1.c

[0229] Setpoints - Are data required by the computerized manufacturing system 104 to execute work order 222.

Setpoints 224 are calculated from reservations and enrichments by applying calculation rules to data in work order

database 454 in order to generate output data.

50

Table 1 -A.l.c.i

[0230] Calculation Rules - rules used to compute setpoints. These rules reference data values logically identified

within generic plant model 406.

55

Table 1 - A.l.c.ii

[0231] Generic Output Tags - logical identifiers of data items that constitute the setpoints for a generic workcenter.
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Table 1 -A.1.d

[0232] Accounting & Process Data - Are data that represent specific data elements relevant to a generic workcenter.

Accounting data concern inventory changes and can include additional attributes defining resource (identifier code),

store location, and lot number. Process data describe process related attributes such as temperatures, pressures, flow

rates, and durations. Accounting and Process Data can be collected via multiple input sources or computed from other

accounting and process data. Accounting and process data can be specified for transmission to computerized business

system 102.

[0233] If a product is specified by computerized business system 102 and the identifier code for that product is not

in the master data, an error is flagged to the operator via the guidance system in shop floor control interface 458 to

initiate resolution of the problem. Through the use of the generic plant model, manufacturing execution system 204

has the ability to recognize new products (that is, an identifier code does not exist in generic plant model for the product)

and automatically create a new definition.

Table 1 -A.l.d.i

[0234] Computerized Business System 1 02 Specification

is to be transmitted to computerized business system 102.

Table 1 -A.l.d.ii

logical identification of what accounting and process data

[0235] Input Data Sources - input from sources which can include manual input, computerized manufacturing system

1 04, and other external systems. Stored in the generic plant model 406 is a logical identifier for the input sources.

Table 1 -A.l.d.iii

[0236] Calculation Rules - rules used to compute accounting and process data. These rules reference data values

logically identified within generic plant model 406.

Table 1 - A.2

[0237] Generic Report Definitions - Defines a report for a generic workcenter using the generic resources defined

for the generic workcenter. The content and format of the report are determined by the definition. Generic report def-

initions can include template reports and definitions of report formats for a generic workcenter.

Table 1 - B

[0238] Generic Event Type - Logically identifies types of events that may occur on one or more generic workcenters

(for example, START and STOP events).

Table 1- B.1

[0239] Manufacturing Cycle Status - Defines the valid status or states that a generic workcenter may have, (for

example, READY, RUNNING, STOPPED).

Table 1 - B.2

[0240] Manufacturing Cycle Status Transition Table - Defines the valid statuses that may exist when an event occurs

and whether the status should be changed to a different status when a particular event occurs. The manufacturing

cycle status transition table includes information such as predecessor relationships for events so that the receipt of an

event in the correct sequence can be confirmed.

Table 1 - C

[0241] Generic Workcenter Action - logically identifies and defines the generic actions that must be executed when

a particular generic event type occurs for a generic workcenter. Whenever a generic workcenter action is triggered, a

predefined sequence of actions are executed. Actions include data collection, calculations, reasonability checks, trans-

missions, and report generations.
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.
Table 1 -C.1

[0242] Generic Collection Lists - logically identifies and defines a list of generic resources for a generic workcenter

action. The list comprises logical identifiers of the generic resources to be collected.

5

Table 1 - C.2

[0243] Generic Computerized Business System 102 Transactions - logically identifies and defines a list of transac-

tions to be transmitted to computerized business system 102 for a particular generic workcenter action.

10

Table 1 - C.3

[0244] Generic Action Report Lists - logically identifies and defines a list of reports to be generated for a particular

generic workcenter action.

15

8. Enrichment and Setpoint Calculations

8.1 Enrichment

20 [0245] Enrichment is a process of obtaining data that is required for setpoint or setpoint calculations but cannot be

determined from manufacturing cycle order target data. Enrichment data is information required to perform a setpoint

calculation that is not transmitted from computerized business system 1 02 as part of manufacturing cycle order target

data. For example, the setpoint calculation might involve calculations that depend on the current melt flow rate for a

material. This value cannot be taken from the manufacturing cycle order target data because the manufacturing cycle

25 order target data only contains a list and quantities of materials that should be used or manufactured during the man-

ufacturing cycle order run. The melt flow rate can be obtained either by data collection (for example, from a workstation),

table lookup, or other suitable means. Additional examples of enrichments include manufacturing constraints and fin-

ished product characteristics such as temperatures or dimensions, lab data on raw material properties, and process

data needed to supplement calculation inputs.

30 [0246] As discussed above, when work order222 is received, information in work order database 454 is automatically

expanded and translated to supply sufficient information to enable computerized manufacturing system 1 04 to execute

the order specified by work order 222. This expansion includes mapping of computerized business system 102 codes

into corresponding codes of manufacturing execution system 204 and identifiers of computerized manufacturing system

104. Additionally, work order 222 identifies a specific workcenter and its associated process control system 110 or

35 manual operation workcenter.

[0247] The information contained in work order 222 is not sufficient in many cases to compute setpoints 224 required

by computerized manufacturing system 104. This is because work order 222 comprises information pertaining to the

product to manufacture, the materials to use in manufacturing, and the required quantities, but it does not include

specific finished product characteristics such as product dimensions and product densities. Without this information,

40 setpoints 224 cannot be computed and computerized manufacturing system 1 04 cannot manufacture the product or-

dered by work order 222. Therefore, business systems interface 452 "enriches" the basic work order 222 to include

additional data derived from the transmitted data or current process or lab data. For example, if two finished products

have the same raw material requirements but have different densities, a table lookup, indexed by finished product

code, supplies the specific density for each product. Enrichment of work order 222 is described in greater detail below.

45 [0248] Sources of enrichments can include a product-specific lookup table, manual input, retrieval of process data

or lab data, and input from external programs. Data from a product-specific lookup table are retrieved when a work

order 222 is transmitted. Manual input can be made anywhere between the transmission of work order 222 and the

calculation of setpoints 224. Automatic retrieval occurs immediately before setpoint calculations, and input from external

programs is retrieved immediately before setpoint calculations or anytime prior to setpoint calculations.

so [0249] When a manufacturing cycle order is created or copied, an enrichment is performed. Enrichment definitions

exist at the generic workcenter level. A set of generically identified enrichment data is inherited for each specific work-

center related to the generic workcenter. The generic enrichment definition contains a description of the data to be

collected and its source. Enrichment data can be collected from a lookup table, automatically from computerized man-

ufacturing system 104, from other external sources, or from manual input. The lookup table contains: (1) constants

55 that depend on the resources occurring in either the manufacturing cycle order target data or the manufacturing cycle

order (for example, if resource A is used, temperature setpoint equals 80 degrees Centigrade); (2) finished product

characteristics; (3) work center characteristics; and/or (4) combinations of product and workcenter related attributes.

[0250] FIG. 11 is a flow chart illustrating enrichment as initially described with reference to step 306 and FIG. 3.
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Referring to FIG. 11, the creation of enrichment data is more specifically described. In a step 1102, the specific work-

center on which manufacturing operations will be implemented is determined. The specific workcenter can be seen as

an instance of a generic workcenter and thus inherits all generic definitions from the generic workcenter. Additionally,

the specific workcenter is the base for all specific data definitions. The generic workcenter can be seen as the route

s of all workcenter-related definitions such as generic resources, enrichments, and setpoints 224. Thus, specific work-

centers that share these definitions should be assigned to the same generic workcenter.

[0251] In a step 1104, business systems interface 452 creates fields in the work order database 454 to contain the

enrichment data.

[0252] In step 1106, the generic workcenter to which the specific workcenter (as determined in step 1102) belongs

10 is determined.

[0253] In a step 1 1 08, all generic enrichment definitions defined for the generic workcenter determined in step 1 1 06

are retrieved from the generic plant model. Generic enrichment definitions can include data needed to perform calcu-

lations on the specific workcenters belonging to the generic workcenter's family. Enrichments can be used for product

characteristics (for example, dimensions, specific weight), process data, and lab data (variable properties of raw ma-

ts terials). The definition also specifies how data is to be acquired.

[0254] Examples enrichment methods supported by manufacturing execution system 204 includes table lookup,

solicited query from process control system 110 and process information system 108, manual input via terminal 462,

and external system solicited query.

20 8.2 Setpoint Calculations

[0255] As discussed above, manufacturing execution system 204 calculates setpoints 224 and sends them to com-

puterized manufacturing system 104. Setpoints 224 are sent to the address of a particular workcenter. The setpoint

224 feature is especially beneficial to batch-oriented plants that manufacture a variety of different products using a

25 number of different methods deployed on a similar apparatus. An example of such a plant is a polycarbonate color

compounding facility where thousands of different finished products can be distinguished on the basis of combinations

of color related components.

[0256] Setpoints are used by process control system 110 within computerized manufacturing system 104 to set up

for a manufacturing cycle to manufacture the product indicated in work order 222.

30 [0257] Calculation of setpoints 224 is based on two sources of input. These are manufacturing cycle order target

data and enrichments.

[0258] FIG. 6 is a flow chart illustrating the process of calculating setpoints. Referring now to FIG. 6, in a step 602,

event response processor 460 is triggered to begin the process of computing setpoints. This triggering can be a signal

sent by shop floor control interface 458, or computerized manufacturing system 1 04. The trigger from shop floor control

35 interface 458 may be a result of manual intervention of an operator at terminal 462. Note that setpoints can only be

calculated after a work order 222 is received and enrichments have been performed for that work order 222.

[0259] In a step 604, event response processor 460 retrieves information from plant model database 464 indicating

how the setpoints 224 are to be calculated. Information included in plant model database 464 is rules and equations

for setpoint calculation based on the specific workcenter that is to carry out the work order. These rules provide cal-

40 culations to be performed and enable conversion of values from those sent by computerized business system 102 to

those values required by the specific workcenters in computerized manufacturing system 104.

[0260] In a step 606, setpoints are calculated based on the rules retrieved from plant model database 464. These

calculations are performed using values from enrichments and/or from data included with work order 222.

[0261] In step 608, setpoints 224 are stored in work order database 454. A reasonability check is performed on the

45 setpoints 224 in a step 610. The reasonability check can be performed by comparing the setpoints 224 with target data

in work order database 454 and by using rules defined in plant model database 464. If a problem is made apparent,

validation can take place.

[0262] Setpoint calculations can be either computations of data or table look-ups of data. Examples of setpoints

include flow rate, quantity of material to be manufactured, recipe number, ratio of materials used to make a product,

so and quantity of a resource needed to manufacture a product.

[0263] In one embodiment, if in step 61 0 the values pass the reasonability checks, manufacturing execution system

204 indicates to the user successful calculation of setpoint 224, and the user can view setpoint 224. However, if an

error is encountered, manufacturing execution system 204 indicates an error status and the operator may be prompted

to take action to solve the problem and recalculate setpoint 224. Examples of an action required of the operator may

55 be manual input for calculating enrichments, or validating the manufacturing cycle order recipe.
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9. Plant Model Database

[0264] Manufacturing execution system 204 maps specific resources to the generic resource where specific resourc-

es have been defined as a part of a generic resource. For example, in a chocolate-chip cookie factory several different

5 sweeteners (for example, brown sugar, cane sugar, and confectioner's sugar) can be defined as part of a generic

resource "sugar." In this example, when a work order is received each sugar is mapped into the generic "sugar."

[0265] Additionally, generic plant model 406 stores the definitions of which specific workstations are related to a

generic class of workstation. This enables co-ordination of communication regarding modifications to the generic plant

model in specific workstation instances so that non-generic aspects of specific workstation needs can be smoothly

10 reconciled with the details and aspects of the generic plant model being referenced.

[0266] As previously discussed, a key feature of the invention is that it is highly portable. The manufacturing execution

system 204 can be easily configured and reconfigured to operate in a variety of plant environments with different types

of process control systems or different types of computerized manufacturing systems 104. Manufacturing execution

system 204 can also be configured to conform to the reporting requirements of differing computerized business systems
is 102.

[0267] This system adaptability is provided through the use of plant model database 464. Plant model database 464

can include plant parameters. These plant parameters can include rules, definitions, data types, and other instructions

to be used by manufacturing execution system 204 in handling work orders 222. The information in plant model data-

base 464 is provided to give manufacturing execution system 204 instructions as to how to proceed with work order

20 handling and event handling for each type of business system or manufacturing system with which manufacturing

execution system 204 will interface.

[0268] If manufacturing execution system 204 is to be implemented in a new plant with differing interface require-

ments, this can be handled by simply changing the plant parameters. Similarly, if manufacturing execution system 204

is to be implemented in a plant where different data calculations are to be performed when an event is received, or

25 different actions are required upon receipt of a work order 222, these changes can easily be made by changing the

plant parameters in plant model database 464 to reflect the new action to be taken. This provides the system with a
high degree of portability because only portions of plant model database 464 need to be modified to handle changes

in business and manufacturing systems with which manufacturing execution system 204 interfaces.

[0269] A breakdown of plant model database 464 is provided in Table 2. At the highest level, plant model database

30 464 includes the generic plant model (as previously discussed) and a specific plant model. The specific plant model

facilitates a generic-to-specific mapping functionality.

[0270] The specific plant model within plant model database 464 provides a mapping of specific items to their generic

definitions. For example, the specific plant model provides a mapping of specific workcenters to the generic category

(or class) of workcenter to which these specific workcenters belong. For workcenters, the specific plant model identifies

35 specific workcenters within the plant, associates each specific workcenter to its generic model, maps specific resources

to generic resources, provides a description of the workcenter, and provides an exact computerized business system

name for the plant with which the workcenter is associated. Additional data is defined for each workcenter such as

whether the workcenter is a manual or automatic workcenter, or whether data transmissions to computerized business

system 102 should be performed automatically.

io [0271 ] Additionally, a specific rule set is provided indicating actions to be taken or calculations to be performed upon

receipt of a specific work order 222, specific event from computerized manufacturing system 104, or other specific

events. The rules can provide specific instructions to manufacturing execution system 204 as to what actions are to

be taken. For example, the rule set may indicate that, when a specific event is received, data is to be retrieved from a

particular source and certain computations are to be performed on the data collected and the computed data is to be
45 sent to the computerized business system.

TABLE 2

PLANT MODEL DATABASE

50 A. Generic Plant Model

See Table 1

.

55
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TABLE 2 (continued)

PLANT MODEL DATABASE

B. Specific Plant Model

1. Specific Workcenters

2. Specific Resources

3. Specific Event Definitions

4. Specific Data Tags

5. Units of Measure

6. Store Locations

7. Specific Calculation Rules

Table2-A

[0272] Generic Plant Model - for a complete description, see Table 1 and the accompanying text in Section 7 of this

patent document.

Table 2 - B

[0273] A specific plant model is used to contain rules and data needed to handle specific situations in the plant with

which manufacturing execution system 204 is associated, wherein a specific workcenter in that plant has minor devi-

ations from the generic workcenter to which it belongs. This can include specific manufacturing operations on a specific

workcenter and specific computations prompted by a specific event. The specific plant model contains rules and data

that are not defined in the generic plant model because of unique attributes associated with specific workcenters.

Table 2 - B.1

[0274] Specific Workcenters - Identifies specific workcenters. Each specific workcenter is associated with a generic

workcenter. In one embodiment, each specific workcenter also identifies a business system identifier and additional

data related to an associated business system workcenter.

Table 2 - B.2

[0275] Specific Resources - Identifies all of the specific resources used by a particular manufacturing plant. Specific

resources are mapped to appropriate generic resources (within generic plant model 406) so that manufacturing exec-

utive system 204 material identifiers relate to computerized business system 102 identifiers. Specific resources are

received by the manufacturing execution system 204 in the materials master 236 data message. The related materials

master 236 communications (from which the resource information in the Generic Plant Model and the Specific Plant

Model is derived) include material identifiers for computerized business system 102, a description of each material

listed, stock and issue units forthe materials in business system terms, and conversions between stock and issue units.

Table 2 - B.3

[0276] Specific Event Definitions - Identifies the specific event identifiers for each occurrence related to a generic

workcenter event.

[0277] Specific event definitions identify the specific events that can be received as a result of the manufacturing

process. These definitions reference data to be gathered in response to the event and subsequent actions and calcu-

lations to be performed. Additionally, other events specific to the plant but not in generic plant model 406 can be defined

here.

[0278] The event definitions portion of the specific plant model provides a unique identifier to every event that can

be received from computerized manufacturing system 104.
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Table2-B.4

[0279] Specific Data Tags - Identifies the specific address in computerized manufacturing system 1 04 where specific

data is located. This indicates, for example, where setpoints 232, are to be stored in computerized manufacturing

s system 104, and where enrichments, accounting data, and manufacturing data 226 are located.

[0280] For every specific workstation there is a data tag for each generic resource of the workcenter specifying the

address in computerized manufacturing system 104.

[0281] In one embodiment, a copy of each data tag, and its associated data, is temporarily retained after the con-

clusion of a manufacturing cycle in the computerized manufacturing system 104 to facilitate reporting. The second
70 instance is deleted after report generation. Thus, computerized manufacturing system 104 can begin executing sub-

sequent manufacturing cycles before manufacturing execution system 204 completes reporting on the previous cycle.

Table 2 - B.5

15 [0282] Units of Measure - Defines the valid units of measure for the plant. The units of measure portion of the mode!

contains valid units of measure for each variable to be encountered by manufacturing execution system 204. Addition-

ally, the units of measure portion relates units of variables used within the manufacturing execution system 204 to units

of variables within computerized business system 102. The units of measure portion facilitates automatic unit conver-

sion so that variables can be communicated between manufacturing execution system 204 and computerized business

20 system 102.

Table 2 - B.6

[0283] Store Locations - Defines and identifies store locations that may hold raw materials, finished products, or in-

25 process products. These storage locations may be identified in terms of identifiers such as tank number, bin number,

and warehouse location. Additionally, the store locations portion maps manufacturing execution system 204 location

codes to those location codes recognized by computerized manufacturing system 104 and computerized business

system 102.

30 Table 2 - B.7

[0284] Specific Calculation Rules - includes rules used to compute accounting and process data and setpoints to

accommodate unique attributes within a workcenter. Exceptions from the generic model can be included here.

[0285] In an alternative embodiment, generic plant model 406 could include an exceptions portion wherein specific

35 instances of calculation rules could be identified.

10. Batch and Continuous Accounting

[0286] Manufacturing data management 208 has provisions to account for manufacturing data 226. See the defini-

40 tions section within this specification for a definition of process accounting within the context of the present invention.

For purposes of this specification, process accounting are considered in the batch and continuous manufacturing par-

adigm contexts introduced in the earlier part of the specification; so batch accounting and continuous accounting are

discussed as two "theoretical paradigm types" to enable a complete understanding of the invention. In practice, both

of the theoretical paradigm types might be concurrently deployed in the process accounting related to a particular plant.

45

10.1 Batch Accounting

[0287] Batch accounting is performed within the context of the batch paradigm to facilitate an operations summary
or process accounting related to a manufacturing cycle executed on a certain manufacturing workcenter. In the inter-

so action of manufacturing execution system 204 with computerized business system 102, a manufacturing cycle order

and its related target data are created after the transmissions of work order 222 from computerized business system

102 to manufacturing execution system 204. In a second scenario wherein the computerized business system 102 is

not electronically linked to manufacturing execution system 204, a skeleton manufacturing cycle order, which lacks

target data, is created automatically by manufacturing execution system 204 when process control system 110 within

55 computerized manufacturing system 104 sends an event to event response processor 460 signalling the initiation of

a manufacturing cycle (or "run") to manufacture a batch of product.

[0288] When the batch starts, data can be collected automatically either at regular intervals or upon receipt of events

from process control system 110. Data collection continues until the end of a batch run is signaled.
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[0289] Several data attributes can be collected. These attributes Include material identifier, batch number, and store

location. Each of these attributes are now be described.

[0290] A material identifier identifies a raw material, process requirement such as energy or time, or the finished

product from another manufacturing cycle which is a raw material to the relevant manufacturing cycle being initiated.

s If manufacturing execution system 204 is used with computerized business system 102, material codes match those

used by computerized business system 102 as required.

[0291 ] Lot numbers apply to raw materials and finished products. When used in conjunction with computerized busi-

ness system 102, finished-product lot numbers are assigned in accordance with computerized business system 102

formats.

w [0292] A store location is a place used to store materials (for example, a tank or a silo). When used with computerized

business system 102, store locations in manufacturing execution system 204 match those in computerized business

system 102.

10.2 Continuous Accounting

15

[0293] Continuous accounting is done at predefined, fixed-time intervals. Numerous hierarchies can be defined for

selection of continuous accounting intervals. FIG. 1 0 depicts the hierarchy provided by manufacturing execution system

204 in one embodiment. In this embodiment, accounting intervals defined by shifts (box 1002) and defined by weeks

(box 1004) are optional. According to the hierarchy of the preferred embodiment, data collection occurs on an hourly

20 or daily basis. However, hourly data is usually stored for only a few days to minimize use of disk space on the manu-

facturing execution system 204. In alternative embodiments, data can be collected and stored using othertime intervals.

11. Inventory Support

25 [0294] To fully utilize computerized business system 1 02, it is important to maintain its inventory data as accurately

as possible. With conventional systems, a high number of manual interactions are required that are not only time

consuming but also have a very high potential for the introduction of error. The present invention facilitates inventory-

related transactions by automating the transfer of data from process control systems 110 and automates these trans-

actions. In doing this, manufacturing execution system 204 transfers data related to stock counts, material transfers,

30 shipping orders, and receipts.

[0295] Stock counts are used for automatic correction of computerized business system 1 02 data; a typical example

is a tank level reading. Most computerized business systems 1 02 require stocks counts to be taken at periodic intervals

to ensure the accuracy of inventory data. Most computerized business systems 102 require stock counts to be taken

at periodic intervals to maintain inventory data. Manufacturing execution system 204 supports stock counts via process

35 control system 110 by extracting relevant pieces of plant/batch accounting data at regular intervals and transmitting

this data to computerized business system 1 02.

[0296] . Stock counts are implemented in manufacturing execution system 204 using continuous accounting data.

Stock counts can be scheduled to be done when an event occurs (for example, at the end of a shift, day, or week) or

can be manually requested. When a stock count is to be done, the correct data for the stock count is retrieved from

to the continuous accounting data stored in plant database 408.

[0297] Stock levels that can be measured by a process control system 1 1 0 are supported automatically by the stock

count process of manufacturing execution system 204.

[0298] Data involved in stock counts can include material identifiers, generic resources, quantities, units of measure,

and store locations.

45 [0299] Manufacturing execution system 204 uses the generic concept when facilitating the data structure for stock

counts. Generic collections are created for the event type and the generic resources to be transmitted for the stock

count. A generic workcenter action is created for stock count event type and a generic upload is created for the generic

workcenter action that specifies the type of upload for the stock count.

[0300] The generic workcenter action specifies an event type that is processed for the related generic workcenter

so and the actions to take place once an event of that type occurs. These actions can include printing generic reports,

performing generic data transmissions, unifying external systems at the beginning and/or end of processing the event,

and invoking an external system to obtain data.

[0301] The generic resource is the basis fordata that manufacturing execution system 204 collects, accounts, reports,

or calculates. A generic resource is always defined for a generic workcenter and may relate to at least one resource

55 with similar properties and functions. Important definitions made for a generic resource include what data should be

retrieved (for example, quantity, resource, or store location), how to retrieve the data, and in what unit of measure the

quantity should be stored.

[0302] The generic collection is a cross-reference between the generic workcenter action and the generic resource.
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It specifies which generic resource should be collected and calculated in the course of processing the generic work-

center action.

[0303] The generic upload stands for data to be extracted and sent to computerized business system 1 02 in a spec-

ified format for processing. Examples include operation confirmation, raw material usage booking, and finished product

receipt.

[0304] A material transfer is the relocation of a certain quantity of material. Such a transfer must be communicated

to computerized business system 102 in order to keep its inventory data up-to-date. Manufacturing execution system

204 automatically provides updates to computerized business system 1 02 for material transfers done under the control

of a process control system 110.

[0305] When a material transfer occurs, manufacturing execution system 204 defines an event type of material trans-

fer along with the necessary specific workcenter event to define when the event will occur. Generic collections are

created for the event type as are the generic resources to be used for the material transfer.

[0306] A generic workcenter action is created for the material transfer event type, and a generic upload is created

for the generic workcenter action that specifies the type of upload for the material transfer.

[0307] Data involved with material transfers include material identifiers, quantity, unit of measure, store location

source, and store location destination.

Claims

1 . A computer-based system (204), for integrating

a computerized business system (102) configured to create a work order wherein said work order comprises

data specifying a product to be manufactured, and

a computerized manufacturing system configured to manufacture said specified product in response to at

least one setpoint, said system (204) comprising:

a business systems interface (452) configured to receive the work order from the computerized business

system and to extract target data from the received work order;

an event response processor coupled to said computerized business system and said computerized manu-

facturing system, configured to apply at least one rule to said extracted data to generate one or more setpoints,

and to provide said one or more setpoints to the computerized manufacturing system, wherein said one or

more setpoints are data values computed to control manufacture of the product and wherein said rule specifies

computation of said one or more setpoints to meet specific requirements of said computerized manufacturing

system;

a plant model database coupled to said event response processor and configured to store said at least one

rule, and

a work order database coupled to said event response processor and configured to store said target data.

2. The computer-integrated manufacturing system of claim 1 , wherein said computerized manufacturing system com-

prises at least one workcenter configured to manufacture said specified product.

3. The computer-based manufacturing system of claim 1 or 2, further comprising a configuration management ele-

ment coupled to said plant model database, said configuration management element allowing a user to configure

said at least one rule in said plant model database specifically for said computerized-manufacturing system.

4. The computer-based manufacturing system of claim 1 , further comprising a shop floor control interface coupled

to and providing an operator interface to said event response processor.

5. The computer-based manufacturing system of claim 1 , further comprising a process information system coupled

to and providing said event response processor with a common interface to a plurality of process control systems

having different interface characteristics in said computerized manufacturing system.

6. The computer-based manufacturing system of claim 5, wherein said process information system comprises an

event dispatch subsystem configured to receive events from said computerized manufacturing system and to for-

ward said events to said event response processor.

7. The computer-based manufacturing system of claim 5 wherein said process information system comprises an

information retrieval subsystem configured to retrieve manufacturing data from said computerized manufacturing
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system and to forward said manufacturing data to said event response processor.

8. The computer-based manufacturing system of claim 4, wherein said shop floor control interface comprises a ter-

minal configured to accept data entry from a human operator.

5

9. The computer-based manufacturing system of claim 1 , wherein said event response processor further comprises:

means for receiving a process event from the computerized manufacturing system, said process event indi-

cating the occurrence of manufacturing milestones; and

10 means for retrieving manufacturing data from said computerized business system in response to said process

event.

10. The computer-based manufacturing system of claim 9, wherein said event response processor further comprises

means for applying at least one calculation rule to said retrieved manufacturing data to calculate work order data

15 to be reported to said computerized business system.

1 1 . A computer-based method for integrating a computerized business system (1 02) configured to create a work order,

wherein said work order comprises data specifying a product to be manufactured, and a computerized manufac-

turing system configured to manufacture said specified product in response to at least one setpoint, said method

20 comprising:

storing at least one rule in a plant model database, said rule for generating at least one setpoint for said

computerized manufacturing system from target data in the work order of said computerized business system;

receiving the work order from the computerized business system and extracting target data from the received

25 work order;

storing said extracted target data in a work order database;

applying at least one rule to said extracted target data to generate one or more setpoints, and

providing said one or more setpoints to the computerized manufacturing system;

30 wherein said one or more setpoints are data values computed to control manufacture of the product and

wherein said rule specifies computation of said one or more setpoints to meet specific requirements of said com-

puterized manufacturing system.

12. The computer-based method of claim 11 , further comprising the steps of:

35

receiving a process event indicating the occurrence of a manufacturing milestone;

retrieving manufacturing data from the computerized manufacturing system in response to said process event;

and

applying at least one data calculation rule to said retrieved manufacturing data to calculate work order data.

40

13. The computer-based method of claim 1 1 , further comprising the step of modifying the size of said database to hold

at least one additional field for manufacturing data to be collected during manufacturing operations.

14. The computer-based method of claim 11 , further comprising the step of enriching said work order to include en-

45 richment data, wherein said enrichment data is used in computing said setpoint.

1 5. The computerbased method of claim 1 4, wherein said step of enriching said work orderdata comprises the steps of:

(i) determining a specific workcenter for manufacturing said specified product;

so
(jj) determining a generic workcenter class to which said specific workcenter belongs; and

(iii) receiving generic enrichment data for said generic workcenter class.

16. The computer based method of claim 30, further comprising the step of storing said enrichment data in a database.

55 17. The computer based method of claim 15, wherein said step of receiving generic enrichment data further comprises

accepting manual input of enrichment data from an operator terminal or retrieving enrichment data from the com-

puterized manufacturing system.
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18. The computer based method of claim 15, wherein said step of receiving generic enrichment data comprises re-

trieving enrichment data from a database.

Patentanspruche

1. Computerbasiertes System (204) zum Integrieren

eines computergestutzten Geschaftssystems (102), das so konfiguriert ist, daft es einen Arbeitsauftrag er-

zeugt, wobei der Arbeitsauftrag Daten umfaBt, die ein herzusteilendes Produkt spezifizieren, und

eines computergestutzten Fertigungssystems, das so konfiguriert ist, daft es das spezifizierte Produkt als

Antwort auf wenigstens einen Sollwert fertigt, wobei das System (204) umfaBt:

eine Geschaftssystem-Schnittstelle (452), die so konfiguriert ist, daB sie den Arbeitsauftrag von dem compu-

tergestutzten Geschaftssystem empfangt und Solldaten aus dem empfangenen Arbeitsauftrag extrahiert;

einen Ereignisantwortprozessor, der mit dem computergestutzten Geschaftssystem und mit dem computer-

gestutzten Fertigungssystem verbunden und so konfiguriert ist, daB er auf die extrahierten Oaten wenigstens

eine Regel anwendet, urn einen Oder mehrere Sollwerte zu erzeugen und urn den einen Oder die mehreren

Sollwerte fur das computergestutzte Fertigungssystem bereitzustellen, wobei der eine oder die mehreren Soll-

werte Datenwerte sind, die so berechnet sind, daB sie die Fertigung des Produkts steuern, und wobei die

Regel die Berechnung des einen oder der mehreren Sollwerte spezifiziert, urn spezifische Anforderungen des

computergestutzten Fertigungssystems zu erfullen;

eine Aniagenmodell-Datenbank, die mit dem Ereignisantwortprozessor verbunden und so konfiguriert ist, daB

sie die wenigstens eine Regel speichert, und

einen Arbeitsauftrag-Datenbank, die mit dem Ereignisantwortprozessor verbunden und so konfiguriert ist, daB

sie die Solldaten speichert.

2. Computerintegriertes Fertigungssystem nach Anspruch 1 , bei dem das computergestutzte Fertigungssystem we-

nigstens ein Arbeitszentrum umfaBt, das so konfiguriert ist, daB es das spezifizierte Produkt fertigt.

3. Computerbasiertes Fertigungssystem nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, das femer ein Konfigurationsmanagement-Ele-

ment umfaBt, das mit der Aniagenmodell-Datenbank verbunden ist, wobei das Konfigurationsmanagement-Ele-

ment einem Anwender ermoglicht, die wenigstens eine Regel in der Aniagenmodell-Datenbank speziell fur das

computergestutzte Fertigungssystem zu konfigurieren.

4. Computerbasiertes Fertigungssystem nach Anspruch 1, das femer eine Produktionsstatten-Steuerschnittstelle

umfaBt, die mit dem Ereignisantwortprozessor verbunden ist und fur diesen eine Operatorschnittstelle bereitstellt.

5. Computerbasiertes Fertigungssystem nach Anspruch 1 , das femer ein ProzeBinformationssystem umfaBt, das mit

dem Ereignisantwortprozessor verbunden ist und fur diesen eine gemeinsame Schnittstelle zu mehreren

ProzeBsteuersystemen, die unterschiedliche Schnittstellencharakteristiken in dem computergestutzten Ferti-

gungssystem besitzen, bereitstellt.

6. Computerbasiertes Fertigungssystem nach Anspruch 5, bei dem das ProzeBinformationssystem ein Ereignisver-

teiler-Untersystem umfaBt, das so konfiguriert ist, daB es Ereignisse von dem computergestutzten Fertigungssy-

stem empfangt und diese Ereignisse an den Ereignisantwortprozessor weiterleitet.

7. Computerbasiertes Fertigungssystem nach Anspruch 5, wobei das ProzeBinformationssystem ein Informations-

wiedergewinnungs-Untersystem umfaBt, das so konfiguriert ist, daB es Fertigungsdaten von dem computerge-

stutzten Fertigungssystem wiedergewinnt und die Fertigungsdaten an den Ereignisantwortprozessor weiterleitet.

8. Computerbasiertes Fertigungssystem nach Anspruch 4, bei dem die Produktionsstatten-Steuerschnittstelle ein

Endgerat umfaBt, das so konfiguriert ist, daB es eine Dateneingabe von einer menschlichen Bedienungsperson

annimmt.

9. Computerbasiertes Fertigungssystem nach Anspruch 1 , bei dem der Ereignisantwortprozessor ferner umfaBt:

eine Einrichtung zum Empfangen eines ProzeBereignisses von dem computergestutzten Fertigungssystem,

wobei das ProzeBereignis das Auftreten eines Fertigungs-Meilensteins angibt; und
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eine Einrichtung zum Wiedergewinnen von Fertigungsdaten von dem computergestutzten Geschaftssystem

ats Antwort auf das ProzeBereignis.

10. Computerbasiertes Fertigungssystem nach Anspruch 9, bei dem der Ereignisantwortprozessor femer eine Ein-

5 richtung zum Anwenden wenigstens einer Berechnungsregel auf die wiedergewonnenen Fertigungsdaten umfaBt,

urn Arbeitsauftrag-Daten zu berechnen, die dem computergestutzten Geschaftssystem berichtet werden sollen.

11. Computerbasiertes Verfahren zum Integrieren eines computergestutzten Geschaftssystems (102), das so konfi-

guriert ist t daB es einen Arbeitsauftrag, der Daten umfaBt, die ein zu fertigendes Produkt spezifizieren, erzeugt,

10 und eines computergestutzten Fertigungssystems, das so konfiguriert ist, daB es das spezifizierte Produkt als

Antwort auf wenigstens einen Sollwert fertigt, wobei das Verfahren umfaBt:

Speichern wenigstens einer Regel in einer Anlagenmodell-Datenbank, wobei die Regel der Erzeugung we-

nigstens eines Sollwerts fur das computergestutzte Fertigungssystem aus Soildaten in dem Arbeitsauftrag

15 des computergestutzten Geschaftssystems dient;

Empfangen des Arbeitsauftrags vom computergestutzten Geschaftssystem und Extrahieren von Soildaten

aus dem empfangenen Arbeitsauftrag;

Speichern der extrahierten Soildaten in einer Arbeitsauftrag-Datenbank;

Anwenden wenigstens einer Regel auf die extrahierten Soildaten, urn einen oder mehrere Sollwerte zu erzeu-

20 gen; und

Bereitstellen des einen oder der mehreren Sollwerte fur das computergestutzte Fertigungssystem;

wobei der eine oder die mehreren Sollwerte Datenwerte sind, die berechnet werden, urn die Fertigung des

Produkts zu steuern, und wobei die Regel die Berechnung des einen oder der mehreren Sollwerte spezifiziert, urn

25 spezifische Anforderungen des computergestutzten Fertigungssystems zu erfullen.

12. Computerbasiertes Verfahren nach Anspruch 11, das ferner die folgenden Schritte umfaBt:

Empfangen eines ProzeBereignisses, das das Auftreten eines Fertigungs-Meilensteins angibt;

30 Wiedergewinnen von Fertigungsdaten aus dem computergestutzten Fertigungssystem als Antwort auf das

ProzeBereignis; und

Anwenden wenigstens einer Datenberechnungsregel auf die wiedergewonnenen Fertigungsdaten, urn Ar-

beitsauftrag-Daten zu berechnen.

35 13. Computerbasiertes Verfahren nach Anspruch 11, das ferner den Schritt des Modifizierens der GroBe der Daten-

bank umfaBt, urn wenigstens ein zusatzliches Feld fur Fertigungsdaten zu halten, die wahrend der Fertigungsope-

rationen gesammelt werden sollen.

14. Computerbasiertes Verfahren nach Anspruch 11 , das ferner den Schritt des Anreichems des Arbeitsauftrags um-

40 faBt, damit er Anreicherungsdaten enthalt, wobei die Anreichungsdaten bei der Berechnung des Sollwerts ver-

wendet werden.

15. Computerbasiertes Verfahren nach Anspruch 14, bei dem der Schritt des Anreichems der Arbeitsauftrag-Daten

die folgenden Schritte umfaBt:

45

(i) Bestimmen eines spezifischen Arbeitszentrums fur die Fertigung des spezifizierten Produkts;

(ii) Bestimmen einer gattungsgemaBen Arbeitszentrumklasse, zu der das spezifische Arbeitszentrum gehort;

und

(iii) Empfangen von gattungsgemaBen Anreicherungsdaten fur die gattungsgemaBe Arbeitszentrumklasse.

50

16. Computerbasiertes Verfahren nach Anspruch 15, das ferner den Schritt des Speicherns der Anreichungsdaten in

einer Datenbank umfaBt.

17. Computerbasiertes Verfahren nach Anspruch 15, bei dem der Schritt des Empfangens von gattungsgemaBen

55 Anreicherungsdaten fernerdas Annehmen einer manuellen Eingabe von Anreicherungsdaten von einem Operator-

Terminal oder das Wiedergewinnen von Anreicherungsdaten aus dem computergestutzten Fertigungssystem um-

faBt.
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18. Computerbasiertes Verfahren nach Anspruch 15, bei dem der Schritt des Empfangens von gattungsgemaBen

Anreicherungsdaten das Wiedergewinnen von Anreicherungsdaten aus einer Datenbank umfaBt.

Revendications

1. Systeme informatique (204) pour integrer

un systeme commercial informatise (102) configure pour cr6er un bon de travail, dans lequel ledit bon de

travail comprend des donnees specifiant un produit a fabriquer, et

un systeme de fabrication informatise configure pour fabriquer ledit produit sp£cifi6 en reponse a au moins

un point de consigne, ledit systeme (204) comprenant

:

une interface de systeme commercial (452) configure pour recevoir le bon de travail provenant du systeme

commercial informatise et pour extraire des donnees cibles du bon de travail re$u

;

un processeur de reponse aux evenements relie au dit systeme commercial informatise et au dit systeme de

fabrication informatise, configure pour appliquerau moins une regie auxdites donnees extraites pour generer

un ou plusieurs points de consigne, et pour foumir ledit ou lesdits un ou plusieurs points de consigne au

systeme de fabrication informatise, dans lequel ledit ou lesdits un ou plusieurs points de consigne sont des

valeurs de donnees calcuiees pour controler la fabrication du produit et dans lequel ladite regie sp6cifie ie

calcul dudit ou desdits un ou plusieurs points de consigne pour repondre aux exigences specifiques dudit

systeme de fabrication informatise ; une base de donnees de mod&Jes d'usine reliee au dit processeur de

reponse aux evenements et configure pour stocker ladite au moins une regie, et une base de donnees de

bons de travail reliee au dit processeur de r6ponse aux evenements et configuree pour stocker lesdites don-

nees cibles.

2. Systeme informatique de fabrication selon la revendication 1 , dans lequel ledit systeme de fabrication informatise

comprend au moins un centre de travail configure pour fabriquer ledit produit specifie.

3. Systeme informatique de fabrication selon la revendication 1 ou 2, comprenant en outre un element de gestion

de configuration relie a ladite base de donnees de modeies d'usine, ledit element de gestion de configuration

permettant a un utilisateur de configurer ladite au moins une regie dans ladite base de donnees de modeies d'usine

precisement pour ledit systeme de fabrication informatise.

4. Systeme informatique de fabrication selon la revendication 1 ,
comprenant en outre une interface de controle d'ate-

lier reliee et foumissant une interface utilisateur au dit processeur de reponse aux evenements.

5. Systeme informatique de fabrication selon la revendication 1 ,
comprenant en outre un systeme d'informations de

processus relie et foumissant au dit processeur de reponse aux evenements une interface commune avec une

multitude de systemes de commande de processus dotes de differentes caracteristiques d'interface dans ledit

systeme de fabrication informatise.

6. Systeme informatique de fabrication selon la revendication 5, dans lequel ledit systeme d'informations de proces-

sus comprend un sous-systeme de distribution d'evenements configure pour recevoir des evenements dudit sys-

teme de fabrication informatise et pour transferer lesdits evenements au dit processeur de reponse aux evene-

ments.

7. Systeme informatique de fabrication selon la revendication 5, dans lequel ledit systeme d'informations de proces-

sus comprend un sous-systeme de relecture d'informations configure pour retrouver des donnees de fabrication

depuis ledit systeme de fabrication informatise et pour transferer lesdites donnees de fabrication au dit processeur

de reponse aux evenements.

8. Systeme informatique de fabrication selon la revendication 4, dans lequel ladite interface de controle d'atelier

comprend un terminal configure pour accepter une saisie de donnees depuis un operateur humain.

9. Systeme informatique de fabrication selon la revendication 1 , dans lequel ledit processeur de reponse aux eve-

nements comprend en outre

:

des moyens pour recevoir un ev6nement de processus du systeme de fabrication informatise, ledit 6v6nement
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de processus indiquant I'occurrence d'etapes cles de fabrication ; et

des moyens pour retrouver des donnees de fabrication depuis (edit systeme commercial informatise en re-

ponse au dit 6v6nement de processus.

5 10. Systeme informatique selon la revendication 9 , dans lequel ledit processeu r de rgponse aux 6v6nements comprend

en outre des moyens pour appliquer au moins une regie de calcul aux dites donnees de fabrication retrouvees

pour calculer ies donnees de bon de travail k transmettre au dit systeme commercial informatise.

1 1 . Proc6d6 informatique pour integrer un systeme commercial informatise (1 02) configure pour cr6er un bon de travail,

10 dans lequel ledit bon de travail comprend des donn6es specifiant un produit k fabriquer, et un systeme de fabrication

informatise configure pour fabriquer ledit produit sp§cifie en reponse a au moins un point de consigne, ledit procede

comprenant

:

le stockage d'au moins une regie dans la base de donnees de modules d'usine, ladite regie servant a g^nerer

is au moins un point de consigne pour ledit systeme de fabrication informatise k partir des donnees cibles dans

le bon de travail dudit systeme commercial informatise ;

la reception du bon de travail du systeme commercial informatise et I'extraction des donnees cibles du bon

de travail regu

;

le stockage desdites donnees cibles extraites dans la base de donnees de bons de travail

;

20 1'application d'au moins une regie aux dites donnees cibles extraites pour g6n£rer un ou plusieurs points de

consigne ; et

la transmission dudit ou desdits un ou plusieurs points de consigne au systeme de fabrication informatise

;

dans lequel ledit ou lesdits un ou plusieurs points de consigne sont des valeurs de donnees calcuiees pour

25 controler la fabrication du produit et dans lequel ladite regie spgcifie le calcul dudit ou desdits un ou plusieurs

points de consigne pour rgpondre aux exigences specifiques dudit systeme de fabrication informatise.

12. Procede informatique selon la revendication 11 ,
comprenant en outre Ies stapes suivantes

:

30 r6ception d'un ev^nement de processus indiquant I'occurrence d'une etape cie de fabrication

;

relecture de donnees de fabrication depuis le systeme de fabrication informatise en reponse au dit evenement

de processus ; et

application d'au moins une regie de calcul de donnees aux dites donnees de fabrication retrouvees pour

calculer Ies donnees du bon de travail.

35

13. Procede informatique selon la revendication 11 ,
comprenant en outre I'etape de modification de la taille de ladite

base de donnees afin qu'elle comprenne au moins un champ supplemental pour Ies donnees de fabrication k

collector pendant Ies operations de fabrication.

40 14. Proc6de informatique selon la revendication 1 1 ,
comprenant en outre retape d'enrichissement dudit bon de travail

pour inclure des donnees d'enrichissement, dans lequel lesdites donnees d'enrichissement sont utilis6es dans le

calcul dudit point de consigne.

15. Procede informatique selon la revendication 14, dans lequel ladite etape d'enrichissement desdites donnees de

bon de travail comprend Ies etapes suivantes

:

(i) determination d'un centre de travail specifique pour fabriquer ledit produit specifie
;

(ii) determination d'une classe generique de centres de travail k laquelle ledit centre de travail specifique

appartient ; et

so (in) reception de donnees d'enrichissement generiques pour ladite classe generique de centre de travail.

16. Procede informatique selon la revendication 15, comprenant en outre retape de stockage desdites donn6es d'en-

richissement dans une base de donnees.

55 1 7. Proc6d6 informatique selon la revendication 1 5, dans lequel ladite etape de reception de donnees d'enrichissement

g6neriques comprend en outre I'acceptation d'entree manuelle de donnees d'enrichissement par un terminal d'op6-

rateur ou la relecture de donnees d'enrichissement depuis le systeme de fabrication informatise.
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1 8. Proceed informatique selon la revendication 1 5, dans lequel ladite 6tape de reception de donn§es d'enrichissement

generiques comprend la relecture de donnees d'enrichissement depuls une base de donn6es.
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